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THE REMNANTS OF FREE EXERCISE

In two opinions last term, the Supreme Court rewrote the law of free
exercise. In Jimmy Swaggart Ministries v. Board of Equalization,l the
Court held that the dissemination of religious messages may be taxed
under generally applicable laws. InEmploymentDivision v. Smith, 2 the
Court held that worship services may be prohibited under generally
applicable laws. The Court said that generally applicable laws are
neutral, and that neutrality is all the Free Exercise Clause requires.

Swaggart produced only modest reaction; Smith produced wide-
spread disbelief and outrage. Anger at the result was compounded
by anger at the procedure. The Court sharply changed existing law
without an opportunity for briefing or argument, and it issued an
opinion claiming that its new rules had been the law for a hun-
dred years. An extraordinary coalition of religious and civil liberties
groups has sought to have Smith overturned, first by an unsuccessful
petition for rehearing and now by proposed legislation. 3

I share the judgment that Smith is the more important of the two
cases. State and local governments have already relied on Smith for
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authority to dictate the location of an altar in a Catholic church4 and
to suppress animal sacrifice among Afro-Caribbean immigrants; 5 a
trial court applying Smith has equated the rights of churches with the
rights of pornographic movie theaters. 6 It is entirely foreseeable that
women and homosexuals will demand ordination under local civil
rights ordinances, 7 and that various interest groups will see Smith as
an invitation to impose their regulatory agenda on churches. Smith
may authorize all these things or none of them. It announces a dra-
matic new rule and a large number of ill-defined exceptions, and the
relative scope of rule and exception remains to be litigated.

Taxation and tax exemption raise additional complexities, and full
treatment of these subjects would require a separate article. But
Swaggart deserves more attention than it has received. General taxa-
tion of churches would also be a dramatic change in church-state re-
lations, and both opinions treat taxation and regulation as equivalent
for free exercise purposes.

Smith has already been subjected to substantial scholarly criticism,
and I will not retrace all that ground. Michael McConnell has shown
that the understanding of free exercise in the founding generation in-
cluded exemptions for religiously motivated conduct. 8 Thus, Smith
is probably wrong as a matter of original intent; certainly no plau-
sible opinion can be written without taking account of the evidence
McConnell musters. His work was completed before the Court's de-
cision, and published immediately after. It was not brought to the
Court's attention, because no one knew the Court was reconsidering
the right to exemptions.

Justice O'Connor's dissent and early scholarly commentary docu-
ment the obvious: the Court's account of its precedents in Smith is

4Brief of Defendant-Appellant 34-35, in Society of Jesus v. Boston Landmarks Comm'n,
408 Mass. 38, 564 N.E.2d 571 (1990).

5Brief of Appellee in Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, No.
90-5176, in the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. For the opinion be-
low, see 723 F. Supp. 1467 (S.D. Fla. 1989).

6Cornerstone Bible Church v. City of Hastings, 740 F. Supp. 654, 663 (D. Minn. 1990).

7Cf. Dignity Twin Cities v. Newman Center & Chapel, No. 87204-RE-9 (Minneapolis
Comm'n on Civil Rights 1990) (Catholic student center must allocate office and meeting space,
but not the use of its chapel, without regard to sexual orientation; impact of Smith not con-
sidered); Gay Rights Coalition v. Georgetown Univ., 536 A.2d I (D.C. App. 1987) (Jesuit
university must provide services and facilities to student organizations, but not official recogni-
tion as university groups, without regard to sexual orientation); Walker v. First Presbyterian
Church, 22 Fair Empl. Prac. 762 (Cal. Super. Ct. 1980) (upholding church's right to discharge
homosexual organist).

8McConnell, The Origins and Historical Understanding of Free Exercise of Religion, 103
Harv. L. Rev. 1409, 1466-73 (1990).
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transparently dishonest.9 Perhaps the point is made most effectively
by quoting Justice Scalia, in a pair of opinions fourteen months
apart. Here is Scalia in 1989:

In such cases as Sherbert v. Verner, Wisconsin v. Yoder, Thomas v. Re-
view Bd. of Indiana Employment Security Div., and Hobbie v. Unem-
ployment Appeals Comm'n of Fla., we held that the free exercise
clause of the First Amendment required religious beliefs to be ac-
commodated by granting religion-specific exemptions from oth-
erwise applicable laws. '0

And here is Scalia in 1990, for the Court in Smith:

We have never held that an individual's religious beliefs excuse
him from compliance with an otherwise valid law prohibiting
conduct that the State is free to regulate.1 '

He was right the first time.
The early published reactions to Smith also make the point that the

decision is inconsistent with the apparent meaning of the constitu-
tional text. 12 The Court concedes that religious conduct is the ex-
ercise of religion,13 and it accurately describes the law at issue as a
"criminal prohibition" of this religious exercise. 14 On its face, such a
law would seem to be a "law prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
The Court does not really dispute the point; it says only that this is
not the only "permissible" meaning of the text. 15

When a decision is dubious or demonstrably wrong as a matter of
text, precedent, and original intent, it must be based on something
else. In this article, I will examine first the theoretical conceptions
revealed by Swaggart, Smith, and the scholarly supporters of the ap-
proach taken in Smith, 16 and why I think those conceptions are mis-

9Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1609-12 (O'Connor, J., dissenting); Laycock, The Supreme Court's
Assault on Free Exercise and the Amicus Brief That Was Never Filed, 8J.L. & Religion-
-(1990); McConnell, Free Exercise Revisionism and the Smith Decision, 57 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 1109 (1990); The Supreme Court 1989 Term, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 129, 204-5 (1990).

'0Texas Monthly, Inc. v. Bullock, 489 U.S. 1, 38 (1989) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (emphasis in
original) (citations omitted).

ISnitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1600.

121d. at 1608 (O'Connor, J., dissenting); McConnell, note 9supra, at 1114-16; Laycock, note
9 supra, at-.

13110 S.Ct. at 1599.

14Id. at 1603.
15ld. at 1599-1600.

16Marshall, The Case Against the Constitutionally Compelled Free Exercise Exemption, 40
Case Western L. Rev. 357 (1989-90); Tushnet, "Of Church and State and the Supreme Court":
Kurland Revisited, 1989 Supreme Court Review 373; West, The Case Against a Right to
Religion-based Exemptions, 4 Notre DameJ.L., Ethics, & Pub. Pol'y 591 (1990).
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conceptions. I will consider the Court's conception of religious neu-
trality, 17 its apparent conception of religion, its crucial distinction
between religious belief and religious practice, and its conception of
the judicial role.

Second, I will consider the doctrinal and practical impact of these
cases. The Free Exercise Clause is now principally a special case of
equal protection, forbidding religious discrimination. It also sur-
vives as an adjunct to the Free Speech Clause, and to the unenumer-
ated right of parents to direct the education of their children. But the
Free Exercise Clause itself now has little independent substantive
content.

The practical impact may be limited or enormous, depending on
the ultimate content of the various exceptions and limitations in the
opinion. A rule against express religious discrimination provides
more protection for minority faiths than most governments have pro-
vided through most of human history. The Court's announced rule
should mean that neither criminal punishment nor civil disabilities
can be inflicted on religious minorities identified by name, doctrine,
or ritual.

But the obvious forms of persecution are not the ones a contempo-
rary American majority is likely to use. The scope of regulation in
the modern administrative state creates ample opportunity for fa-
cially neutral religious oppression. Such oppressive laws may be en-
acted through hostility, sheer indifference, or ignorance of minority
faiths. If the Court intends to defer to any formally neutral law re-
stricting religion, then it has created a legal framework for persecu-
tion, and persecutions will result. I do not use that word hyperbolic-
ally or rhetorically. I mean it quite literally, and I will defend the
usage.

I. THE CASES

A. SWAGGART AND THE TAXATION OF CHURCHES

The Swaggart case arose out of California's attempt to collect sales
and use tax on Swaggart's distribution of religious books, tapes, and
records to Californians. Some of these items were sold in California
at evangelistic services that Swaggart called crusades. Most were
sold by mail from Swaggart's headquarters in Louisiana. California

17See also Laycock, Formal, Substantive, and Disaggregated Neutrality Toward Religion,
39 DePaul L. Rev. 993 (1990).
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imposed a 6 percent sales tax on the items sold in California, and a
6 percent use tax on the items sold by mail and used in California.

California demanded that Swaggart collect and remit its use tax,
asserting that Swaggart's crusades in California created sufficient ju-
risdictional contacts to support that demand. 18 Swaggart argued that
these contacts were not jurisdictionally sufficient, but the Court held
that this claim had not been preserved. Swaggart also argued that the
jurisdictional holding penalized the protected decision to hold a
church service in California. The cost of entering the state for a cru-
sade was liability to collect and remit use tax on a much larger volume
of mail order transactions that would otherwise have been beyond
the reach of California law. The Court ignored this argument; in an
earlier pair of free speech cases, it had rejected a somewhat similar
challenge to judicial jurisdiction based on distribution of a few copies
of a publication. 19

Swaggart did collect and remit the sales tax on items described in
the opinion as "nonreligious merchandise, '20 but perhaps better de-
scribed as religious memorabilia. These items included T-shirts,
mugs, bowls, plates, communion cups, and replicas of Christ's
crown of thorns and the ark of the covenant. Many of these items
embodied or were marked with religious symbols; they were de-
signed in part to proclaim or reinforce faith. They illustrate the force
of the Court's observation that a constitutional tax immunity for re-
ligious activities would present non-trivial line-drawing issues. 21

Swaggart objected to the collection of sales and use tax on books
and audio recordings containing explicitly religious messages. The
claim was very simple: a tax on the distribution of a book of sermons,
or a recording of gospel hymns, was a tax on dissemination of the

18 Compare National Geographic v. California Equalization Bd., 430 U.S. 551, 556 (1977)
(mail order seller must collect use tax on sales to California, where seller maintains two offices
in California), with National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Illinois Revenue Dept., 386 U.S. 753, 756-60
(1967) (mail order seller cannot be required to collect use tax on sales to Illinois, where seller has
no offices, property, or agents in Illinois).

19 Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783,790-91 (1984); Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S.
770, 780 n. 12 (1984). These cases are suggestive, but they do not control Swaggart's claim. In
Calder and Keeton, publication in the state conferred jurisdiction to decide a dispute that could
have been decided elsewhere. In Swaggart, the crusades conferred jurisdiction to impose a sub-
stantive obligation to collect and remit tax, an obligation that could not otherwise be imposed
at all by any governmental unit. Indeed, the Court in Calder distinguished substantive protec-
tions from procedural rules. See 465 U.S. at 790-91.

20Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. 688, 692.
2 Id. at 699.
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faith. A tax on dissemination of the faith was forbidden by Murdock v.
Pennsylvania22 and Follett v. McCormick. 3

Murdock and Follett struck down peddler's taxes as applied to sales
of religious literature by Jehovah's Witness proselytizers. The Wit-
nesses charged for their literature, but the Court said that was irrele-
vant. A religious organization must pay the expenses of distributing
its message, and an "evangelist .... does not become a mere book
agent by selling the Bible or religious tracts to help defray his ex-
penses or to sustain him." 24 The Court noted that Thomas Paine had
charged for his revolutionary pamphlets.

Swaggart confined Murdock and Follett to their facts, announcing
that they prohibited only "flat license taxes that operated as a prior
restraint. 25 A plurality of three had suggested this distinction a year
before, in a case striking down a tax exemption that discriminated
among publications on the basis of content. 26 Three dissenters had
charged that such a distinction "trivializes the holdings" of Murdock
and Follett.27 But in Swaggart the Court accepted the distinction
unanimously.

The Court also emphasized other features of California's tax: it
was "not a flat tax," it represented "only a small fraction of any retail
sale," and it applied "neutrally to all retail sales of tangible personal
property."2

Thus, the sales and use tax is not a tax on the right to disseminate
religious information, ideas, or beliefs per se; rather, it is a tax on
the privilege of making retail sales of tangible personal property
and on the storage, use, or other consumption of tangible per-
sonal property in California. 29

The Court's distinction of Murdock on the ground that it involved a
license tax has some basis in the Murdock opinion. 30 The broader no-
tion of formal neutrality has none. Murdock rejected formal neutrality
as "immaterial." It was not enough that the state "classifies the privi-

22319 U.S. 105 (1943).

23321 U.S. 573 (1944).
24Murdock, 319 U.S. at 111.
25Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 694.
26Texas Monthly, Inc. v. Bullock, 489 U.S. 1, 21-25 (1989) (plurality opinion).
271d. at 41 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
28
Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 695.

29
1d. at 695-96.

3°Murdock, 319 U.S. at 112-15.
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leges protected by the First Amendment along with the wares and
merchandise of hucksters and peddlers and treats them all alike."'31

But formal neutrality was critical in Swaggart: states may now tax re-
ligion so long as they do not do so "per se."

B. SMITH AND THE REGULATION OF RELIGIOUS CONDUCT

Smith began as another in a series of unemployment compensation
cases, arguably routine in principle, 32 but with facts that could have
been made up for a law school exam: two counselors in a drug and
alcohol abuse clinic were fired for taking peyote at a worship service
of the Native American Church. One was Native American; one was
white. By the time the Supreme Court finished with the case, it was
no longer an unemployment compensation case, it was certainly not
routine, and the facts had become utterly irrelevant.

Peyote is an hallucinogenic drug produced by a small cactus in the
southwestern United States and northern Mexico. It is an illegal
drug, but it has never been an important recreational drug. One takes
peyote by eating the buds of the cactus plant. The buds are tough,
bitter, difficult to chew, and frequently cause nausea or vomiting. 33

Peyote appears to be much safer than the synthetic hallucinogenics
that are illegally produced and more widely abused;34 adverse reac-
tions are only very occasionally reported. 35

There is no dispute that peyote worship is an ancient and bona fide
Native American religion, now infused with elements of Christi-
anity.36 To the believer, peyote is a sacramental substance, an object
of worship, and a source of divine protection. The central event at a
worship service, or "meeting," is the consumption of peyote in a

3 1Id. at 115.
32See Frazee v. Illinois Dept. of Employment Security, 489 U.S. 829 (1989); Hobbie v. Un-

employment Appeals Comm'n, 480 U.S. 136 (1987); Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707
(1981); Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963) (all holding that Free Exercise Clause forbids
states to deny unemployment compensation to employees who lose their job because of conflict
between job and religious practice).

33Anderson, Peyote: The Divine Cactus 161 (1980); Slotkin, The Peyote Way 98 (1956).

34Julien, A Primer of Drug Action 152 (4th ed. 1985); Bergman, Navajo Peyote Use: Its
Apparent Safety, 128 Am. J. Psych. 695 (1971).

3SBergman, note 34 supra, at 697 (describing five possible cases in author's clinical experi-
ence, crudely estimating one bad reaction in 70,000 ingestions, and describing that as "prob-
ably overestimating").

36For accounts by anthropologists, see LeBarre, The Peyote Cult (rev. ed. 1964); Slotkin,
note 33 supra.
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highly structured ritual. 37 Federal drug laws and many state drug
laws exempt religious use by the Native American Church, 38 and
federal drug authorities issue licenses to grow peyote for religious
use. There is substantial evidence that on balance the religion is a
positive influence on its members, and especially on recovering alco-
holics. 39 The irony of drug counselors fired for peyote worship may
be more apparent than real; the peyote religion teaches total absti-
nence from all other drugs, and from recreational use of peyote, em-
phatically and with some success. But no religious practice is uni-
form for all believers, and Oregon cited reports that peyote use is not
always so structured and constrained as more sympathetic accounts
would suggest. 40

The case that reached the Supreme Court arose on a simple claim
for unemployment compensation. In its first encounter with the
case, the Court announced that it wanted to decide whether Oregon
could criminally punish peyote use, an issue it considered logically
prior to the unemployment compensation issue. 4 1 The Court re-
manded the case, asking the Oregon Supreme Court to determine
whether sacramental peyote use violated Oregon criminal laws.
When the case returned to the Court (after an affirmative answer
from the Oregon Supreme Court) both sides briefed the criminal law
issue under the prevailing standard: would criminal punishment of
religious peyote use serve a compelling interest by the least restric-
tive means?

The Supreme Court rejected the compelling interest standard and
announced a fundamentally different standard, without notice to the
parties that it was reconsidering the standard. The Court's new stan-
dard required no attention to the facts of the case or to any of the
issues argued by the parties:

[I]f prohibiting the exercise of religion . . . is not the object of [a
tax or regulation] but merely the incidental effect of a generally
applicable and otherwise valid provision, the First Amendment
has not been offended .... [T]he right of free exercise does not

37For descriptions of the meeting, see People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d716, 721,40 Cal. Rptr. 69,
73, 394 P.2d 813, 817 (1964); Bergman, note 34 supra, at 695-96.

3821 C.F.R. § 1307.31 (1990). The state exemptions are collected in Smith v. Employment
Div., 307 Or. 68, 73 n.2, 763 P.2d 146, 148 n.2 (1988).

39Bergman, note 34 supra, at 698; Pascarosa & Futterman, Ethnopsychedelic Therapy for
Alcoholics: Observations in the Peyote Ritual of the Native American Church, 8J. Psychedelic
Drugs 215 (1976).

4°Reply Brief for Petitioners 11-14, in Smith.
4 'Employment Div. v. Smith, 485 U.S. 660, 672 (1988).
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relieve an individual of the obligation to comply with a "valid and
neutral law of general applicability."42

Because Oregon's prohibition of peyote is generally applicable, the
peyote worship service is not constitutionally protected.

The scope of this new principle is not clear. It applies to religious
conduct, but apparently not to religious belief and profession of
faith. 43 Even with respect to conduct, the Court recognized excep-
tions for "hybrid" cases that involve free exercise and some other
constitutional right-freedom of speech or press, or the unenumer-
ated right of parents "to direct the education of their children." 44

This last category preserved Wisconsin v. Yoder, 45 which exempted
Amish children from the first two years of high school. There is ei-
ther an exception, or an explication of the requirement that laws be
neutral and generally applicable, that preserves from overruling
the Court's earlier unemployment compensation cases.4 6 But this
proviso did not apply to Smith itself, even though it was an unem-
ployment compensation case.

These exceptions and limitations rest on ill-defined principles and
have ill-defined borders. Their most obvious feature is this: although
the Court distorted the rationale of its precedents beyond recogni-
tion, the exceptions and limitations to its new principle preserved all
its prior results. We may be told in the next case that these results
were really undermined by Smith and that they must now be over-
ruled after all. But the distortions are inexplicable unless someone in
the majority wishes to preserve these precedents. Part of the task in
future cases is to search for principled lines between what the Court
has preserved and what it has rejected.

The lines to be drawn apparently depend on definitional catego-
ries. Belief is protected, but conduct generally is not; speech and pa-
rental control are protected, but other conduct generally is not; even
conduct is protected against non-neutral laws, but not against laws
that are neutral and generally applicable. To apply these rules, courts
must sort cases into the various categories: belief or conduct; speech,
parental control, or something else; neutral or not neutral.

42Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1600, quoting United Statesv. Lee, 455 U.S. 252,263 n.3 (1982) (Ste-

vens, J., concurring).
43Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.

" Id. at 1601-2.
4406 U.S. 205 (1972).

4Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1603. This proviso is considered in text at notes 199-209 infra.
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The lines to be drawn do not depend on any balance of competing
interests. On the Court's approach, it makes no difference what the
state's policy is or what the religious practice is. It is important to
understand that the alleged dangers of peyote are irrelevant to the
holding in Smith. It makes no difference whether peyote is deadly or
harmless, or whether peyote worship is infrequent, structured, and
disciplined or constant, casual, and dissipated. It makes no differ-
ence whether Oregon has forbidden peyote, or wine, or unleavened
bread. In Justice Scalia's example, it makes no difference whether
the prohibited religious practice is "throwing rice at church wed-
dings" or "getting married in church. 47 Indeed, the Court's princi-
pal ground of decision was precisely that courts should not assess the
importance of either government interests or religious practices. 48

The point is underscored by the religious practice at issue. How-
ever unfamiliar, deviant, or even dangerous the peyote ritual may
seem from a majoritarian perspective, it is also the central religious
ritual of an ancient faith. The Court held that Oregon can suppress a
worship service, and so long as that is the incidental effect of a gener-
ally applicable law, Oregon need have no reason for refusing a re-
ligious exemption.

II. FOUR MISCONCEPTIONS

A. THE COURT'S CONCEPTION OF NEUTRALITY

1. Formal neutrality and majoritarianism. Swaggart and Smith make
formal neutrality the dominant principle of the Court's free exercise
jurisprudence. Instead of a substantive right to be left alone by gov-
ernment, churches and believers now get a right to equal protection.
Instead of an exemption from taxation and regulation, churches and
believers get the right to be taxed or regulated no more heavily than
secular institutions. But in the modern regulatory state, secular in-
stitutions are pervasively taxed and regulated. Religious exercise is
not free when it is pervasively taxed and regulated.

Eleven years before, in Jones v. Wolf,
4 9 the Court made the same

move in another free exercise context, the resolution of internal
church disputes in secular courts.Jones held that state courts may ap-

4 7
Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1605 n.4.

4 81d. at 1604-6.

49443 U.S. 595 (1979).
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ply "neutral principles of law" to such disputes, interpreting deeds to
church property, corporate charters and trust instruments, and even
church constitutions, provided only that secular courts do not decide
questions of religious doctrine. This created an alternative to the
earlier rule of deference to the highest church authority to decide the
dispute.5 0 Instead of a right to settle their own disputes, churches got
a right to have their disputes resolved by the same rules and pro-
cedures applicable to secular institutions.

In each of these contexts, the Court has chosen an equal protection
rule instead of an exemption rule. More important, in applying the
equal protection rule, the unique features of religion do not require
that religion be distinguished from any other human activity. In the
Court's view, religious use of peyote, or of wine, is no more protected
by the Constitution than is recreational use. A soldier who believes
he must cover his head before an omnipresent God is constitutionally
indistinguishable from a soldier who wants to wear a Budweiser
gimme cap.51 That is, the Free Exercise Clause has been read to re-
quire only religion-blind equal protection. In earlier work, I have
called this approach "formal neutrality,"5 2 and I will use that term
here.

The Court says that churches and believers are entitled to at least
formal neutrality, but that government may sometimes give them
more. Government may grant religious exemptions from regula-
tion,5 3 and secular courts may defer to religious authorities in re-
ligious disputes.54 In these contexts, exemptions are permitted but
not required. With respect to taxation, formal neutrality in theory is
both the minimum and the maximum. Government may not exempt
religious income, property, or activity from taxation, except as part
of some larger exempt class defined in secular terms.5 5 But in prac-

50For the earlier rule, see Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696(1976);
Krshik v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral, 363 U.S. 190(1960) (per curiam); Kedroffv. Saint Nich-
olas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94 (1952); Watson v. Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679 (1871) (federal
common law).

SCf. Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503 (1986) (Air Force officer disciplined for wearing
yarmulke). The result in Goldman was changed by statute. 10 U.S.C. §774 (1988).

S2Laycock, note 17 supra, at 999.
53Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1606; Corporation of the Presiding Bishop v. Amos, 483 U.S. 327

(1987).
54Jones v. Wolf, 443 U.S. 595, 602 (1979). If the religious dispute involves an issue of theol-

ogy or religious doctrine, the secular court must defer to religious authority, a form of required
exemption that apparently survives Smith. See 110 S.Ct. at 1599.

55Texas Monthly, Inc. v. Bullock, 489 U.S. 1 (1989).
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tice, legislatures exempt from taxation most church income and
property, and the Court is unlikely to rigorously scrutinize the
boundaries of the secular exemptions that are said to include re-
ligion.5

6

The basic pattern is that religious liberty is entitled only to formal
neutrality but may get more favorable treatment from the political
branches. This is in fact a move to majoritarianism; the Court is get-
ting out of the business of enforcing the religion clauses. Legislatures
and enforcement agencies choose when to provide only formal neu-
trality and when to grant exemptions. Favored religions can be ex-
empted from the rules that burden them, while disfavored religions
are denied exemptions from the rules that burden them. The Court
somewhat euphemistically concedes that this allocation of responsi-
bility "will place at a relative disadvantage those religious practices
that are not widely engaged in." 57 But the Court sees no constitu-
tional issue, because even the worst treated religions get the protec-
tions of formal neutrality.

The Court has said remarkably little to defend this proposition. In
Swaggart, the Court simply assumed it:

At the outset, it is undeniable that a generally applicable tax has a
secular purpose and neither advances nor inhibits religion, for
the very essence of such a tax is that it is neutral and non-
discriminatory on questions of religious belief. 58

The majority in Smith defended the proposition by arguing, some-
what circularly, that it would be anomalous to let some people violate
the law while others were required to obey it. The Court said that
strict scrutiny of racial classifications produces "equality of treat-
ment," which is a "constitutional norm," but that strict scrutiny in
Smith would produce "a private right to ignore generally applicable
laws," which is "a constitutional anomaly."5 9 But the Court simply
assumed that the group to be exempted was similarly situated with
the group not exempted.

Although formal neutrality has become dominant, neither the
Court nor individual justices have been consistent about it. Four jus-
tices found religion-blindness undeniably neutral in the context of

56
See Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664 (1970) (upholding property tax exemptions for

"religious, educational, and charitable" organizations).
"7Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1606.

ssSwaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 698.
59Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1604.
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taxation, but oppressive in the context of regulation. 60 Swaggart's
claim that formally neutral taxation "neither advances nor inhibits
religion" invokes the language of the cases on government payments
to church-sponsored schools, but it is inconsistent with the sub-
stance of those cases. When government pays money to church-
sponsored schools, the Court says the benefit advances religion; it
is irrelevant that government spends comparable sums on secular
schools. 61 But when government takes money from churches, the
"burden is not constitutionally significant," and it is dispositive that
government takes comparable sums from secular taxpayers. 62

The Court may resolve this particular inconsistency by permit-
ting formal neutrality under the Establishment Clause as well. But
whether applied consistently or inconsistently, formal neutrality is
an incorrect interpretation of the religion clauses, and especially of
the Free Exercise Clause. It is incorrect for several closely related
reasons.

2. Substantive entitlements and substantive neutrality. Most directly,
the Free Exercise Clause creates a substantive right, and the Court
has reduced it to a mere equality right. 63 The Free Exercise Clause
does not say that Congress shall make no law discriminating against
religion, or that no state shall deny to any religion within its jurisdic-
tion the equal protection of the laws. Rather, it says that Congress
shall make no law prohibiting the free exercise of religion. Congress
may prohibit many things, but it may not prohibit religious exercise.
On its face, this is a substantive entitlement, and not merely a pledge
of non-discrimination.

The extreme case of substituting equality rights for substantive
rights would be total suppression of all religions. There would be
perfect equality, but no religious liberty. No one is proposing that,
and no reading of the Court's opinion would permit that, but the ex-

60d. at 1606-14 (O'Connor, J., concurring, joined by Brennan, J., Marshall, J., and Black-

mun, J.). Each of these justices joined Justice O'Connor's unanimous opinion in Swaggart.
61See Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S. 402 (1985) (invalidating federal funding of remedial educa-

tion for low intome children in public and private schools, as applied to instruction provided
on premises of religiously affiliated schools); School Dist. v. Ball, 473 U.S. 373 (1985) (inval-
idating remedial and enrichment courses taught by public school teachers in religiously affili-
ated schools, although same courses were taught in public schools); but see Bowen v. Kendrick,
487 U.S. 589 (1988) (relying on formal neutrality to uphold grants to religiously affiliated or-
ganizations); Mueller v. Allen, 463 U.S. 388 (1983) (relying on formal neutrality to uphold tax
deductions for payments to religious schools).

62Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 696. This point is elaborated in Laycock, note 17 supra, at 1009-10.

63On the distinction, see Simons, Equality as a Comparative Right, 65 B.U. L. Rev. 387
(1985).
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treme case highlights the error of taking the substantive entitlement
out of the Free Exercise Clause.

Some judges and commentators do indeed appeal to the equality
of across-the-board repression in the context of exemptions for re-
ligious conduct. In any exemption case, one can imagine, and often
identify in the real world, a religion with an analogous practice so
disruptive or dangerous that few judges would require an exemp-
tion. Justice Stevens concludes from this that if we cannot exempt
every minority faith, we should not exempt any.6 4 Thus, if courts
would not require the military to tolerate saffron robes in combat,
they should not require the military to tolerate yarmulkes on a state-
side Air Force base. The resulting burden on observant Jews may
seem arbitrary and irrational when considered in isolation. But in
Justice Stevens' view, it is justified because it avoids any appearance
of discrimination against the wearers of saffron robes, and it avoids
the necessity of judicial distinctions among religions. He prefers
even-handed repression to imperfect liberty.

Mark Tushnet makes a similar point, complaining that "Christians
sometimes win but non-Christians never do."'65 Better, therefore, to
repress Christian minorities as well. In fact, there have been judicial
wins for non-Christians, 66 and many of the Christian wins are
achieved by small and highly unconventional Christian sects, such as
the Amish, Jehovah's Witnesses, and Seventh Day Adventists.
Tushnet's instinct is sound: judges are more likely to respond sympa-
thetically to religious claims that are familiar, easily understood, and
unthreatening. But that problem cannot be solved by judicial abdica-

64Goldman v. Weinberger, 475 U.S. 503, 512-13 (1986) (Stevens, J., concurring); United
States v. Lee, 455 U.S. 252, 263 (1982) (Stevens, J., concurring).

65Tushnet, note 16 supra, at 381.
66

See Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228 (1982) (invoking Establishment Clause to protect Uni-
fication Church from discriminatory regulation); United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78 (1944)
(holding that jury in prosecution for mail fraud could not determine truth or falsity of religious
beliefs of the I Am movement). In Bowen v. Roy, 476 U.S. 693 (1986), there were five votes for
the proposition that, if the case survived a mootness challenge, the government could not re-
quire Native Americans to use social security numbers in violation of their religious beliefs. Id.
at 715-16 (Blackmun, J., concurring); id. at 726-33 (O'Connor, J., joined by Brennan, J. &
Marshall, J., concurring); id. at 733 (White, J., dissenting). For illustrative cases in the lower
courts, see Benjamin v. Coughlin, 905 F.2d 571 (2d Cir.) (invalidating prison rule requiring
Rastafarians to cut their hair), cert. denied, 111 S.Ct. 372 (1990); Islamic Center, Inc. v. City of
Starkville, 840 F.2d 293 (5th Cir. 1988) (protecting Islamic student center from discriminatory
zoning decisions); Kahane v. Carlson, 527 F.2d 492 (2d Cir. 1975) (requiring prison to provide
Kosher food for observantJewish prisoners). Most cases striking down government sponsored
religious observances and displays have struck down Christian observances and displays. Most
notably, see County of Allegheny v. American Civil Liberties Union Greater Pittsburgh Chap-
ter, 492 U.S. 573 (1989) (striking down Christian creche but permitting Jewish menorah).
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tion, because legislators are even more likely to favor familiar faiths
with enough adherents to matter at the polls. Constitutionally ad-
judicated exemptions for small or unpopular religious minorities
merely match the legislative exemptions commonly granted to larger
or more accepted faiths. 67 Even if the Court were to forbid legislated
exemptions, the majority would rarely be required to violate its
deeply held beliefs, because the majority's deeply held beliefs will
normally be reflected in legislation without an exemption.

With or without constitutional exemptions, some religions will be
burdened by law more than others. Without constitutional exemp-
tions, the line will be drawn between those faiths that can prevail in
the legislature and those that cannot. With constitutional exemp-
tions, the line will be between those faiths that can prevail either in
the legislature or in the courts, and those that cannot prevail in either
place. It is clear that a rule of constitutional exemptions would pro-
duce more religious liberty, because it gives religious liberty claims
two chances to prevail.

It is not clear why anyone thinks such a rule would produce more
discrimination among religious faiths. Why should we expect legis-
latures to draw more principled lines than courts? Legislators are
under no obligation to be principled. Subject only to their oath to
uphold the Constitution, they are free to reflect majority prejudices,
to respond to the squeakiest wheel among minorities, to trade votes
and make compromises, and to ignore problems that have no votes in
them. This political freedom is good for many things, but it is not
good for achieving even-handed treatment of many small, disparate,
and sometimes odd or obnoxious religious minorities.

Judges are far from perfect, but they are sworn to do equal justice
to all, to decide every case presented to them, and to treat like cases
alike. They are obliged by precedent and accepted judicial norms to
give principled reasons for their decisions. Justice Blackmun argued
that the state's obligation to treat all religions equally "is fulfilled by
the uniform application of the 'compelling interest' test to all free ex-
ercise claims, not by reaching uniform results as to all claims. '68

Judges cannot achieve the ideal of "uniform application," but even
so, a line based on compelling interest is likely to be more principled
than a line based on who can get the sympathetic attention of enough

6 7Pepper, Taking the Free Exercise Clause Seriously, 1986 BYU L. Rev. 299, 312-16;
Galanter, Religious Freedoms in the United States: A Turning Point? 1966 Wis. L. Rev. 217,
291.

6"Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1621 (BlackmunJ., dissenting).
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legislators. The goal of neutrality among faiths is not a reason to re-
ject the substantive entitlement in the Free Exercise Clause.

There is a separate concern about neutrality between religion and
non-religion. The Free Exercise Clause comes paired with the Estab-
lishment Clause, and government neutrality toward religion is an
important part of the combined mandate of the two clauses. But
if the two clauses also create substantive entitlements defined in
terms of religion, then formal religion-blind neutrality must not be
the kind of neutrality they mandate. Neutrality requires that like
things be treated alike, but also that unlike things be appropriately
distinguished.

Religion is unlike other human activities, or at least the founders
thought so. The proper relation between religion and government
was a subject of great debate in the founding generation, 69 and the
Constitution includes two clauses that apply to religion and do not
apply to anything else. This debate and these clauses presuppose
that religion is in some way a special human activity, requiring spe-
cial rules applicable only to it. To distinguish between a yarmulke
and a gimme cap is not to discriminate between indistinguishable
head coverings, but to distinguish a constitutionally protected ac-
tivity-religious exercise-from an activity not mentioned in the
Constitution.

The neutrality mandated by the Constitution is not formal neu-
trality, but substantive neutrality. By substantive neutrality, I mean
that government should "minimize the extent to which it either en-
courages or discourages religious belief or disbelief, practice or non-
practice, observance or nonobservance. ' 70 So defined, substantive
neutrality is consistent with the substantive entitlement created by
the text of the Free Exercise Clause.

To consider the claim that religious exemptions are substantively
neutral, one must consider the incentive effects of denying exemp-
tions and of granting them. It is clear that criminal punishment of
religious practice discourages believers from practicing their faith.

69For historical accounts of these debates, see Curry, The First Freedoms: Church and State
in America to the Passage of the First Amendment (1986); Buckley, Church and State in Revo-
lutionary Virginia, 1776-1787(1977). For legal analyses of these debates, see McConnell, note
8 supra; Laycock, "Nonpreferential" Aid to Religion: A False Claim about Original Intent, 27
William & Mary L. Rev. 875 (1986); Smith, Separation and the "Secular": Reconstructing the
Disestablishment Doctrine, 67 Tex. L. Rev. 955 (1989). I briefly consider the source of my
disagreement with Stephen Smith in Laycock, Original Intent and the Constitution Today, in
the First Freedom: Religion and the Bill of Rights 87, 92-93, 103-4 (Wood, ed., 1990).

70Laycock, note 17 supra, at 1001.
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But in most contexts, an exemption for religious practice does not
encourage non-believers to join the faith. Much religious activity is
self-restraining, burdensome, or meaningless to non-believers. Gen-
tile soldiers will not wear yarmulkes just because it is permitted, and
there is no evidence that drug abusers are switching to peyote in
states where peyote worship is permitted. The magnitude of encour-
agement incident to an exemption is generally smaller than the
magnitude of discouragement incident to criminalization, and so ex-
emption comes closer to substantive neutrality.71

In some contexts, such as conscientious objection to military ser-
vice, religious duty may coincide with self-interest. When that hap-
pens, exemptions may tempt non-believers to belief-sometimes to
true belief and not merely to false claims of belief. Substantive neu-
trality then becomes unachievable. Granting exemptions encourages
religion, refusing exemptions discourages religion, and both effects
are large. 72 Whatever the proper solution in such difficult cases, the
difficulty does not arise in the run of cases. In most contexts, the sub-
stantive entitlement to exercise religion is consistent with the govern-
ment's duty of substantive neutrality toward religion.

3. Free exercise and other constitutional doctrine. Understanding free
exercise as a substantive right eliminates some alleged anomalies identi-
fied in Smith. The Court analogized formally neutral laws that pro-
hibit religious exercise to formally neutral laws that disproportion-
ately burden racial minorities. 73 The disproportionate racial impact
of a formally neutral law does not raise any special issue under the
Equal Protection Clause. 74 Critics have argued that the Court is sim-
ply wrong about racial impact;75 on this view, the Court has ended
the anomaly by getting the religion cases wrong as well. But even if
the Court is right about racial impact, there would be no anomaly in
protecting conscientious objectors under the Free Exercise Clause.

71For an economic version of this argument, see McConnell & Posner, An Economic Ap-
proach to Issues of Religious Freedom, 56 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1, 32-54 (1989).

72For further analysis, see Laycock, note 17 supra, at 10 17-18.

73Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1604 n. 3.
74Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976). Similarly, a law that merely has a dispropor-

tionate impact on religious minorities raised no special issue under the Free Exercise Clause
even before Smith. See Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599, 606 (1961).

75See, e.g., Binion, Intent and Equal Protection: A Reconsideration, 1983 Supreme Court
Review 397; Eisenberg, Disporportionate Impact and Illicit Motive: Theories of Constitu-
tional Adjudication, 52 NYU L. Rev. 36 (1977); Perry, The Disproportionate Impact Theory
of Racial Discrimination, 125 U. Pa. L. Rev. 540 (1977). For comparisons of equal protection
and the religion clauses, see Binion at 418-19; Eisenberg at 156-68.
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The explanation is that the Equal Protection Clause really is just
an equality right. It creates no substantive entitlement to engage in
any particular conduct or to be evaluated by any particular criteria.
A civil service examination with disparate racial impact does not
penalize an activity that the Constitution protects. A law prohibiting
peyote worship does prohibit an activity the Constitution protects.
Moreover, the victims are given an incentive to avoid the penalty by
abandoning their faith. Such a law directly penalizes religious ex-
ercise, even if it also has other applications to non-religious uses. The
impact on religious users is not a mere statistical association; it is a flat
prohibition of their religious exercise. Whatever the proper solution
to the problem of statistical disparate impact, that solution does not
speak to the issue in Smith.

The Court in Smith also asserted that "generally applicable laws
unconcerned with regulating speech that have the effect of inter-
fering with speech do not thereby become subject to compelling-
interest analysis under the First Amendment." 76 Like the Free Ex-
ercise Clause, the speech clause creates a substantive right with a
neutrality component. If it were true that the Court had rejected all
challenges to formally neutral rules that suppress speech, that would
support Smith by analogy. But it is not true.

The Court has, for example, constitutionally exempted unpopular
political parties and movements from statutory duties to disclose
their lists of members or contributors. 77 Another example is Roberts
v. United StatesJaycees,78 which upheld Minnesota's public accommo-
dations law as applied to the Jaycees' exclusion of female members.
The law was facially neutral and not directed at speech, but it bur-
dened the Jaycees' right of association. The Court upheld the law
because the burden on associational rights was modest, but the Court
unambiguously decided the case under the compelling interest test. 79

Probably the best example is Hustler Magazine v. Falwell,80 which

76Smith, I 10 S.Ct. at 1604 n. 3, citing Citizen Publishing Co. v. United States, 394 U.S. 131,
139 (1969). See also Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1600, citing Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Min-
nesota Comm'r of Revenue, 460 U.S. 575 (1983). Citizen Publishing and Minneapolis Star, re-
spectively, upheld the application of facially neutral antitrust and tax laws to commercial media
corporations. The commercial context is surely relevant to the holdings.

77NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958). See also Brown v. Socialist Workers '74 Cam-
paign Comm. (Ohio), 459 U.S. 87 (1982); Stone & Marshall, Brown v. Socialist Workers: In-
equality as a Command of the First Amendment, 1983 Supreme Court Review 583.

78468 U.S. 609 (1984).

791d. at 623-24.
80485 U.S. 46 (1988).
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created special defenses to protect speech from the formally neutral
tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress. The elements of
the tort do not mention speech, and many of its applications do not
involve speech at all. 81 When the tort is applied to speech, the speech
is typically deceptive, harassing, or both, often merely incidental to
conduct such as a practical joke or wrongful discharge of an em-
ployee, and thus of limited First Amendment significance.8 2 But
the Court unanimously agreed that to apply the tort to outrageous
speech about a public figure would violate the speech clause.

The rule in Hustler is modeled on cases like New York Times v. Sul-
livan,8 3 which imposed constitutional limits on defamation liability.
The rules of defamation are not formally neutral, because the tort
can be committed only by speech. But at a sufficient level of gener-
ality, even the law of defamation can be stated in formally neutral
terms. Defamation applies to speech the formally neutral principle
that underlies all of tort law: one who inflicts harm on another
without legal excuse must generally pay compensation. Similarly,
defamation is partly exempted from the formally neutral rules of pu-
nitive damages, a set of remedial rules that apply to a broad range of
torts.

The constitutional defect in unlimited liability for defamation had
nothing to do with whether it was conceived as a specific rule about
speech or as a neutral application of a broad principle about tortious
harm. The defect was that tort liability for speech penalized the ex-
ercise of a substantive constitutional right. Because that was the
defect, the principle of the defamation cases clearly applied to emo-
tional distress inflicted by speech, and it was irrelevant in Hustler that
intentional infliction of emotional distress might be more readily
conceived of as formally neutral.

The lesson of the defamation cases is applicable to many of the
Court's cases protecting speech: The laws were not formally neutral,
but if they had been, they would have been struck down anyway.
Consider Schneider v. State,84 holding that the state's interest in pre-

8'See Restatement (Second) of Torts §46 (1965) ("One who by extreme and outrageous con-
duct intentionally or recklessly causes severe emotional distress to another" is liable for
damages); Growth Properties I v. Cannon, 282 Ark. 472,669 S.W.2d 447 (1984) (building tem-
porary access road for heavy equipment over graves); Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. v. Roch,
160 Md. 189, 153 A. 22 (1930) (delivering dead rat in a bread wrapper).

82For illustrations, see Keeton, Dobbs, Keeton, & Owen, Prosser and Keeton on the Law of
Torts §12 at 57-66 (5th ed. 1984 and Supp. 1988).

83376 U.S. 254 (1964).

84308 U.S. 147 (1939).
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venting litter was not sufficient to justify a ban on distributing leaf-
lets. Suppose the law had forbidden any person on a public street to
hand to any other person any tangible property not requested by the
recipient, and that a leafleteer had been arrested under this law. The
result should have been the same. The problem in Schneider was not
that leaflets were treated more harshly than cigarette samples, but
that leaflets were constitutionally protected and cigarette samples
were not.

Another example of exemption for speech is Cantwell v. Connecti-
cut, 85 protecting religious speech from a formally neutral rule about
breach of peace. Justice Scalia in Smith treated another part of Cant-
well, the requirement of a license for religious or charitable solici-
tation, as an unconstitutional but formally neutral law. And he rec-
ognized Murdock and Follett as exempting religious speech from
formally neutral license taxes. These three cases were the basis for
his recognition of a hybrid class of free speech and free exercise, pro-
tected from formally neutral regulation. 86 But he ignored these cases
in his footnote claiming that exemptions from formally neutral laws
would be inconsistent with free speech doctrine.

Another arguable example is formally neutral rules restricting
symbolic speech, such as draft-card burning and flag burning. The
Court said the flag burning laws were motivated by hostility to the
messages expressed by flag burning, so that those laws were not neu-
tral even if neutrally worded. 87 The Court refused to consider mo-
tive in the draft-card burning prosecution, and upheld the statute
under a deferential standard of review. 88 The Court also applies an
increasingly deferential standard of review in the time-place-and-
manner cases,8 9 which typically involve laws that expressly regulate
communication but are formally neutral as to content.

853 10 U.S. 296 (1940).
86

Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1601.
87See United States v. Eichman, 110 S.Ct. 2404 (1990); Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397

(1989).
88United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968).

89 See, e.g., United States v. Kokinda, 110 S.Ct. 3115 (1990) (upholding ban on solicitation
on sidewalk leading to post office); Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791, 799
(1989) (requiring only that law not be motivated by hostility to message, that it serve a "sub-
stantial government interest that would be achieved less effectively absent the regulation," and
that it leave open ample alternative means of communication); Frisby v. Schultz, 487 U.S. 474
(1988) (upholding ban on picketing a single residence); Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312 (1988) (up-
holding ban on congregating within five hundred feet of a foreign embassy); Los Angeles City
Council v. Taxpayers for Vincent, 466 U.S. 789 (1984) (upholding ban on placing signs on
utility poles); Heffron v. International Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness, 452 U.S. 640 (1981)
(upholding rule confining all solicitation at state fair to booths).
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For better or worse, the Court has never universalized the com-
pelling interest test. A lower standard of review is more defensible in
symbolic speech and time-place-and-manner cases; a restriction on a
particular means or place of expression is unlikely to entirely sup-
press a viewpoint in the way that a restriction on a particular means
of worship can entirely suppress a religious faith. 90 But the impor-
tant point here is that the Court has not simply refused to review the
burden on speech in these cases. Mere formal neutrality does not put
restrictions on speech beyond challenge in the way that formally
neutral restrictions on religious practice now appear to be beyond
challenge. 91

The detail required to explore these inconsistent claims in the
Court's opinion should not be allowed to obscure the main point.
The Court's formal conception of neutrality ignores the substantive
content of the Free Exercise Clause, and it begs the question of what
kind of neutrality such a substantive clause requires.

B. THE COURT'S CONCEPTION OF BELIEF AND PRACTICE

The second key conception in the Smith opinion is a distinction
between belief and practice. The Court says that religious "belief
and profession" is protected "first and foremost. 92 Belief and pro-
fession appear to be protected even from formally neutral regulation,
although the Court waffles on that.93

The Court concedes that religious conduct is also the exercise of
religion, 94 but it says that religious conduct is protected only from
formally discriminatory regulation. And religious conduct is broadly
defined to include doing or not doing any "physical acts," with a list
of examples that goes to the heart of religious practice: "assembling
with others for a worship service, participating in sacramental use of

9OCf. Stone, Constitutionally Compelled Exemptions and the Free Exercise Clause, 27 Wm.
& Mary L. Rev. 985, 990-93 (1986).

9 1For further analysis and additional cases, see Stone, Content-Neutral Restrictions, 54 U.
Chi. L. Rev. 46, 105-14 (1987). The Court has agreed to review two recent decisions protecting
expressive activity from formally neutral laws. Cohen v. Cowles Media Co., 457 N.W.2d 199
(Minn.) (rejecting claims of fraud, breach of contract, and promissory estoppel for newspaper's
breach of reporter's promise to conceal identity of source), cert. granted, 111 S.Ct. 578 (1990);
Millerv. Civil City of South Bend, 904 F.2d 1081(7th Cir.) (refusingto apply public indecency
law to nude dancing offered as entertainment), cert. granted sub nom. Barnes v. Glen Theatre
Inc., 111 S.Ct. 38 (1990).

92Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.
9 3See text at notes 182-85 infra.
94Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.
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bread and wine, proselytizing, abstaining from certain foods or cer-
tain modes of transportation." 95

The Court draws its sharp line between belief and practice where
Oliver Cromwell drew it, with worship on the unprotected side.
Cromwell said to the Catholics of Ireland:

For that which you mention concerning liberty of conscience, I
meddle not with any man's conscience. But if by liberty of con-
science you mean a liberty to exercise the mass, I judge it best to
use plain dealing, and to let you know, where the Parliament of
England have power, that will not be allowed of.96

In similar fashion, Oregon and the Court have said that the peyote
worshipers of Oregon can believe their religion but not practice it.
The only difference between Scalia's definition of religious liberty
and Cromwell's is that Scalia requires formal neutrality. Scalia would
not let Cromwell expressly forbid Catholic worship services while
permitting Puritan worship services. But Scalia has permitted Ore-
gon to achieve that result with respect to peyote worship, and his
test would permit Cromwell to achieve it with respect to the Mass.
Cromwell could forbid the consumption of wine, or forbid the con-
sumption of wine in any public place where children are present. Ei-
ther provision would be facially neutral, and either would preclude
the Mass as it has been practiced for centuries. It is unclear whether
Scalia would let a court inquire into Cromwell's motive for such a
law. 97

Of course no state today is likely to suppress the Mass, and despite
virulent anti-Catholicism in the founders' generation, no American
government in 1791 was likely to do so either. But Protestant-
Catholic conflict was the most important source of religious persecu-
tion known to the founders. The purpose that we can most confi-
dently attribute to the religion clauses is that the two centuries of
religious conflict in the wake of the Reformation were not to be re-
peated here.98 Surely the founders did not intend a Free Exercise
Clause capable of giving constitutional legitimacy to Cromwellian
persecutions-a clause that would permit the Protestant winners of a
religious civil war to lawfully suppress the Mass.

95Ibid.
96Hil, God's Englishman 121 (1970).
97 See text at notes 210-12 infra.
9 8See Laycock, Text, Intent, and the Religious Clauses, 4 Notre Dame J.L. Ethics & Pub.

Pol'y 683, 691-93 (1990).
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To invoke the shade of Cromwell is to invite the response that one
does not do constitutional law by imagining impossible cases. But
what makes the Cromwellian example seem impossible is that
Catholics are part of the social and political mainstream, and there is
no danger that lingering anti-Catholic prejudices will break out into
open persecution. Both history and present experience reveal ample
danger for religions outside the mainstream. 99

C. THE COURT'S CONCEPTION OF RELIGION

Swaggart and Smith say little explicit about the Court's conception
of religion, but they imply much. I should probably say here that I
know little about the personal religiosity of the justices, which is
none of my business. They are protected by both the Free Exercise
Clause and the Test Oath Clause. Their personal religious concep-
tions may be quite different from the conceptions implicit in their
opinions. They may have accepted convenient arguments to reach a
legal result without considering the extent to which those arguments
implied a conception of religion. But whatever they consciously
thought about, a conception of the Free Exercise Clause inevitably
implies a conception of religion.

1. Religion as obeying the rules. Parts of the Swaggart opinion experi-
ment dangerously with a narrow conception of religion as obeying
the rules. This implication appears most strongly in the free exercise
holding. Swaggart appears to assume that the Free Exercise Clause
protects conscientious objection claims, but not church autonomy
claims. 100

As to conscientious objection, Swaggart clearly assumed that if a
specific doctrinal tenet forbids a church or its believers to comply
with a particular law, then the Free Exercise Clause requires an ex-
emption, subject to the compelling interest standard. This assump-
tion was rejected three months later in Smith, but Swaggart does
not appear to anticipate that development. Justice O'Connor wrote
Swaggart, and she wrote separately in Smith to reject the Court's doc-
trinal shift. If Swaggart implies a limit on free exercise, it is a limit
independent of what followed in Smith.

As to church autonomy, Swaggart assumes that there is little or no

99See text at notes 228-74 infra.

1001 distinguish between these kinds of claims in Laycock, Towards a General Theory of the
Religion Clauses: The Case of Church Labor Relations and the Right to Church Autonomy, 81
Colum. L. Rev. 1373, 1388-90 (1981).
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free exercise restraint on government's power to regulate and burden
religious practice and religious institutions, so long as government
does not require violation of specific doctrinal tenets. The Court
held open only the possibility that a free exercise issue might be
raised if a generally applicable tax were heavy enough to "effectively
choke off an adherent's religious practices."101

Thus, the Court rejected the free exercise claim because the Swag-
gart organization did not allege that "the mere act of paying the
tax, by itself, violates its sincere religious beliefs," and because
the burden of paying the tax was "not constitutionally significant."
The economic cost of the tax was like the economic cost of "other
generally applicable laws and regulations." Churches must comply
with such laws unless their religious beliefs "mandated" noncom-
pliance. 10

2

This emphasis on what is required or mandated is not the whole of
the opinion, but it is an important part of the opinion. 10 3 Before try-
ing to parse out how far the holding depends on this view, I want to
explore what is at stake. What would follow if the Court were com-
mitted to the position that the Free Exercise Clause protects only the
right to obey a religion's mandatory teachings?

This position implies a wholly negative view of religion. It as-
sumes that religions lay down certain binding rules, and that the ex-
ercise of religion consists only of obeying the rules. It is as though all
of religious experience were reduced to the Book of Leviticus. It is
the view of religion held by many secularized adults, who left the
church in their youth after hearing much preaching about sin and
failing to experience any benefits.

Those who stay in the church are those who do experience bene-
fits. In the view of religion as obeying the rules, all the affirmative,
communal, and spiritual aspects of religion are assumed away, placed
outside the protection of the Free Exercise Clause. Practices that
merely grow out of religious experience, or out of the traditions and

1O'Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 697.
2d. at 696-97.

10 3The Boston Landmarks Commission cited Swaggart for the proposition that state control
of the location of altars is of no First Amendment significance unless a church's specific re-
ligious beliefs forbid it to put the altar where the state wants it. Brief of Defendant-Appellant
28, 36-37, in Society ofJesus v. Boston Landmarks Comm'n, 408 Mass. 38, 564 N.E.2d 571
(1990) (decided for church on state constitutional grounds). See also Rector of St. Bartholo-
mew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348, 355 (2d Cir. 1990) (citingSwaggart for prop-
osition that regulatory burdens on churches, without more, are of no constitutional signifi-
cance), cert. denied, Il1 S.Ct. 1103 (1991).
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interactions of a religious community, are constitutionally unpro-
tected unless they are mandated by binding doctrine.

Lower courts have taken this conception of religion to astonishing
lengths, upholding even discriminatory burdens on non-mandatory
religious exercise. Thus, courts have held that rules excluding stu-
dent prayer groups from campuses raise no free exercise issue, be-
cause Christians are not required to pray at any particular time or
place. 104 The Second Circuit suggested that Islamic prayer might be
different, because Islamic prayer is required at particular times, and
those times might fall within the school day. 10 5 The Sixth Circuit
held that there is no burden on religion when the public school re-
quires children to read books that undermine their religious faith, so
long as the school does not require them to believe what they
read. 10 6

A trial court, in a statutory employment discrimination case, held
that leading a group of Catholic and Episcopalian laypeople is not
protected religious practice, because it is not "required" by the
faith. 107 On that standard, the ministry is not protected religious
practice either, because most members do not become ministers. A
state supreme court has so held! A blind ministry student, denied
vocational training benefits that would have been available for any
secular occupation, argued that he was entitled to benefits under the
Free Exercise Clause. The court held that he had no claim, because
he had not lost benefits "because of conduct mandated by religious
belief."10 8 The court had already held that paying the benefits would
violate the state Establishment Clause; perhaps the free exercise rea-
soning is confined to its facts. The Supreme Court of the United
States has sensibly held that the ministry is protected free exercise,
although it could not agree on a majority opinion. 10 9

10 4Brandon v. Board of Educ., 635 F.2d 971,977 (2d Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 1123
(1981); Chess v. Widmar, 480 F. Supp. 907,917 (W.D. Mo. 1979), rev'd on other grounds, 635
F.2d 1310 (8th Cir. 1980), aff'd sub nom. Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981). The result,
but not the free exercise reasoning, was changed by the Equal Access Act, 20 U.S.C. §4071 et
seq. (1988), upheld in Board of Education v. Mergens, 110 S.Ct. 2356 (1990).

'05Brandon, 635 F.2d at 977.

106Mozert v. Hawkins County Public Schools, 827 F.2d 1058, 1063-68 (6th Cir. 1987), cert.
denied, 484 U.S. 1066 (1988).

10 7The unreported opinion is described and reversed in Dorr v. First Kentucky Nat'l Corp.,
41 Fair Empl. Prac. Cases 421, 423-24 (6th Cir.), vacated and rehearing en bane granted, 42
Fair Empl. Prac. Cases 64 (6th Cir. 1986). No further proceedings are reported.

10 8ovitters v. State Comm'n for theBlind, 112 Wash. 2d 363, 371,771 P.2d 1119, 1123 (quot-
ing Thomas v. Review Bd., 450 U.S. 707, 718 (1981)), cert. denied, 110 S.Ct. 147 (1989).

10 9McDaniel v. Paty, 435 U.S. 618 (1978).
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It is probably the case that most religious practice is religiously
motivated but not religiously mandated. Most religions have some
unambiguous requirements, and in some religions, compliance with
a distinctive set of rules is one of the central and defining characteris-
tics of the faith. But for many believers, the attempt to distinguish
what is required from what grows organically out of the religious
experience is an utterly alien question, perhaps a nonsensical and
unanswerable question, certainly a question that reflects failure to
comprehend much of their faith and experience. In most faiths, se-
rious believers rarely concentrate their efforts on identifying the
minimum that God requires. The most widely shared religion in the
United States is not such a legalistic faith; consider Christ's denun-
ciation of "lawyers and Pharisees, hypocrites," in part for their legal-
isms. 110

It is true that the interest in free exercise is at a maximum when
government prohibits what faith unambiguously requires, or re-
quires what faith prohibits. These are the conflicts that present the
greatest potential for suffering and persecution, and the burden of
justification on government should also be at a maximum. But these
cases are only a small part of religious practice, and they should be
only a small part of what the Free Exercise Clause protects. Other-
wise, no free exercise issue would be raised by a People's Bureau for
the Management and Supervision of Non-Mandatory Aspects of Re-
ligious Practice. The category of mandatory rules does not even ex-
haust the core of religious exercise, as illustrated by the examples of
prayer and the ministry. 11'

Perhaps the Court's emphasis on specific doctrinal tenets was not
intended to exhaust the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause, but
only to exhaust the scope of the Sherbert-Yoder line of conscientious
objection cases. But such a reading might improve the opinion only a
little. Perhaps the Court meant something like this: Swaggart's dis-
semination of his religious messages is a religious practice, but
California has not forbidden that. The dissemination of messages is

""°Matthew 23 (New English Bible; in several other translations the denunciation is of
"scribes and Pharisees"). See also 2 Corinthians 3:6 (God's new covenant is "expressed not in a
written document, but in a spiritual bond; for the written law condemns to death, but the
Spirit gives life.").

I I For further criticism of the emphasis on what the faith requires, see Gedicks, Toward a
Constitutional Jurisprudence of Religious Group Rights, 1989 Wis. L. Rev. 99, 142-44;
Laycock, note 100 supra, at 1390-91. For arguments supporting that emphasis, see Choper,
Defining "Religion" in the First Amendment, 1982 U. I11. L. Rev. 579; Stone, note 90supra, at
993.
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burdened, but burdens are permitted unless they are formally dis-
criminatory, or unless they "effectively choke off" religious practice.
Refusing to pay tax is forbidden and not merely burdened, but re-
fusing to pay tax is not a religious practice unless it is mandated by
religious teachings. So if the dissemination of the messages is not un-
constitutionally burdened, there is no independent free exercise ob-
jection to payment of the tax.

There may be further clues in the Court's Establishment Clause
holding. Swaggart challenged the sales and use tax as an excessive
church-state entanglement under the Establishment Clause. It is
strange to think of taxing churches as an establishment of religion,
but the Court's current doctrine made the claim plausible. The Court
rejected this claim in terms that also imply a narrow view of religion,
but not quite so narrow as religion-as-obeying-the-rules. The Court
rejected the entanglement claim because collection of the tax did not
require "on-site" supervision of "day-to-day operations," or inquiry
"into religious content of the items or the religious motivation for
selling or purchasing the items." And "assuming that the tax imposes
substantial administrative burdens," such burdens are not "constitu-
tionally significant." 112

At least here the Court recognizes religious motivations in terms
that are not limited to compulsion. But again the focus is on specifi-
cally religious content and choices. There is little recognition of a
general church interest in managing its own institutions. Govern-
ment can apparently regulate the day to day operations of a church so
long as it does not supervise them on site. That implication under the
Establishment Clause is consistent with the Court's implication un-
der the Free Exercise Clause that non-mandatory religious practice is
protected from discrimination or crushing burdens, but not from
burdens that fail to choke off the practice.

In the Establishment Clause part of the Swaggart opinion, the
Court said it was already settled that churches are subject to regula-
tion, and so it followed that they are subject to taxation. 113 In fact it
was not settled under either clause that churches are subject to reg-
ulation. In NLRB v. Catholic Bishop, 11 4 the Court held the National
Labor Relations Act inapplicable to parochial school teachers, be-
cause to apply it would raise grave questions under the religion

112 Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 696, 698, 699.
11 31d. at 698-99.

14440 U.S. 490 (1979).
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clauses. The constitutional problem was not that collective bargain-
ing might violate Catholic doctrine, which has long supported the
moral right of workers to organize. 115 Rather, Catholic Bishop con-
templated a right of religious institutions to be free of regulation that
intrudes into their internal affairs, and the Court stretched the stat-
ute to avoid deciding that issue. Similarly, the Court had held that
secular courts could not resolve internal church disputes, even on ad-
ministrative matters. 1 6 Some scholars have argued that these cases
should point the way to a general right to church autonomy; other
scholars have argued against such a right. "17

Swaggart's brief relied heavily on these church autonomy cases,
and hardly at all on the Sberbert-Yoder cases. But the Court ignored
the church autonomy issue and the cases that posed it, and decided
the Sherbert-Yoder issue instead. Without ever actually consider-
ing the question, Swaggart assumed that churches have at most a very
narrow right to autonomous control of their internal affairs. If that
assumption holds, it will be a very great loss to religious liberty, for
reasons I have discussed at length elsewhere. 118 It would not permit a
single Bureau for the Supervision of Religion-that would be dis-
criminatory. Instead, it would permit something that may be far
worse: it would permit every government bureau to supervise re-
ligion in the neutral pursuit of its own bureaucratic agenda.

This aspect of Swaggart may be moot after Smith's holding that
mandatory religious practice is equally subject to regulation. But
even the holding may not be moot, and the implicit view of religion is
certainly not moot. Smith has narrow boundaries. It does not apply to
belief and profession, to hybrid cases, or to laws that are not neutral
and generally applicable. Outside those boundaries, Swaggart's con-
ception of religion may remain relevant.

2. Religion as apreference. Smith depends on another belief about re-
ligion in contemporary America. This belief is not mentioned ex-
plicitly, and no particular sentence or paragraph implies it, but I
suspect that it is critical to the whole opinion. The Court believes

'1 5Centesimus Annus (1991); Laborum Exercens (1981); Rerum Novarum (1891).
"16Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696,710, 720-24(1976); Kedroff

v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 116 (1952).
l' 7 Compare Esbeck, Establishment Clause Limits on Governmental Interference with Re-

ligious Organizations, 41 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 347 (1984) and Laycock, note 100 supra, with
Lupu, Free Exercise Exemption and Religious Institutions: The Case of Employment Dis-
crimination, 67 B.U. L. Rev. 391 (1987); and Marshall & Blomgren, Regulating Religious Or-
ganizations Under the Establishment Clause, 47 Ohio St. L.J. 293 (1986).

"8 Laycock, note 100 supra.
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that religious minorities will give up their faith without a fuss if the
law says they must. The Court believed it was deciding that strange
people must modify their strange religions to conform to the legiti-
mate demands of a modem society.

The Court probably did not believe it was deciding that these
strange people should be forced to practice their religion under-
ground, in the modem equivalent of catacombs. The Court almost
certainly did not believe it was deciding that all these people should
be imprisoned for their faith. I doubt the Court thought about en-
forcement at all, in part because there was no real criminal prosecu-
tion before it.

If enforcement problems did cross the mind of any justice in the
majority, he surely assumed that there are not many potential mar-
tyrs in modem America. In a secular society where most people pro-
fess a religion but few let it inconvenience them, suppressing a faith
would not be a problem. Religion is a preference like any other, and
faced with a threat of enforcement, believers would change their
preference. No persecutions would be necessary, because the threat
of persecution would suffice. 119

For some faiths and some believers, the Court is surely right. For
others, it is likely to be wrong. The Mormons eventually gave up po-
lygamy, but only after half a century of sometimes bloody conflict,
the legal dissolution of their church, and the seizure of all its prop-
erty. A few did not give it up; Mormon polygamy survives among
underground groups who consider themselves the true faithful, and
a polygamy case is pending in the Utah Supreme Court. 120 The
Jehovah's Witnesses did not give up their conscientious objection to
wartime alternative service, and five thousand of them spent part of
World War II in federal prison. 12'

The secularization of society is not universal. There are still those
among us who experience or think they experience divine instruc-
tions, and who are willing to suffer for their faith. There are un-

119For elaboration of this theme, see Carter, Evolutionism, Creationism, and Treating Re-
ligion as a Hobby, 1987 Duke L.J. 977.

1201n re Adoption of W.A.T., 1991 WL42632 (Utah 1991) (polygamous parents may adopt
children if adoption will promote the children's interests). See also Cleveland v. United States,
329 U.S. 14 (1946) (criminal prosecution for polygamy); Potter v. Murray City, 760 F.2d 1065
(10th Cir.) (police officer discharged for polygamy), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 849 (1985); Barlow
v. Blackburn, 165 Ariz. 351, 798 P.2d 1360 (App. 1990) (same); Driggs, After the Manifesto:
Modern Polygamy and Fundamentalist Mormons, 32J. Church & State 367 (1990).

1"'See Sibley &Jacob, Conscription of Conscience: The American State and the Conscien-
tious Objector, 1940-1947, at 34, 84, 355-58 (1952).
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familiar faiths arriving by immigration from all corners of the world,
and many of them may have practices that will offend some local
code. There are religious traditions among us that have survived
hundreds or thousands of years of official hostility and intermittent
persecution, and we should not expect them to suddenly conform to
secular demands after reviewing Smith and the statute book. If the
Court thought its opinion could be implemented without suffering,
without religious resistance, without difficult choices about the
means to overcome that resistance-in short, without a whole cluster
of evils that the Free Exercise Clause was designed to avoid-it was
almost certainly mistaken.

But suppose the Court were right, and minority faiths comply
with little resistance. Some may convert to Christianity or some
other accepted faith; others may modify their own practice to elimi-
nate any conflict with the law. The result will be that government has
importantly determined religious faith and practice, terminating the
existence of minority faiths or changing their central content. Sup-
pression of a faith is no less suppression when the victims go quietly.

D. THE COURT'S CONCEPTION OF JUDICIAL ROLE

Smith importantly depends on a particular conception of the judi-
cial role: judges are not to balance competing interests. A right to
religious exemptions from regulation cannot be absolute; the state
must be able to override it for sufficiently compelling reasons. But if
such a right is judicially enforceable, then judges must apply the
compelling interest test, balancing the government's need for regula-
tion against the believer's right to practice his faith.

That, the Court assures us, would be "horrible." "[I]t is horrible to
contemplate that federal judges will regularly balance against the
importance of general laws the significance of religious practice."
Suppression of religious minorities "must be preferred to a sys-
tem ... in which judges weigh the social importance of all laws
against the centrality of all religious beliefs." 122 The Court says that
its list of cases in which religious practice requires exemption from
secular law is a parade of procedural horribles: These cases are horri-
ble not because of their possible results, but because they would re-
quire judges to make judgments.

My reactions to this basis for the Court's holding come from two

1
22Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1606 & n.5.
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different perspectives. First, I think the Court is just wrong to be
afraid of balancing, and that it has exaggerated both the difficulties
and the uniqueness of balancing in the free exercise context. Second,
from the Court's own perspective, it is caught in contradiction. It has
used astonishingly activist methods in pursuit of its non-activist
agenda.

1. The ubiquity of balancing. If the Court is serious about getting
federal judges out of the business of balancing, then a wholesale
revolution in constitutional law is imminent. Balancing is absolutely
central to the constitutional method adopted by the modem
Court. 123 This is no accident; the sweeping imperatives of the Con-
stitution's individual rights provisions, sometimes conflicting with
the government's urgent need for exceptions, inherently require
some sort of balancing. 124

There is little reason to believe that Smith heralds a serious renun-
ciation of balancing, although a changing Court may tilt the constitu-
tional balance more and more in favor of the government. At one
point in Smith, the Court recognizes that the compelling interest test
is "familiar from other fields." 125 Elsewhere, it inconsistently claims
that its aversion to balancing is general, and that it never balances
with a variable on each side.

It is no more appropriate for judges to determine the "centrality"
of religious beliefs before applying a "compelling interest" test in
the free exercise field, than it would be for them to determine the
"importance" of ideas before applying the "compelling interest"
test in the free speech field. 126

There is a problem with both halves of this comparison. I begin
with the speech side, where the argument comes close to plain silli-
ness. The Court has "long recognized that not all speech is of equal
First Amendment importance.' ' 127 It holds that political speech is
more important than commercial speech, 128 that criticism of public

123See Aleinikoff, Constitutional Law in the Age of Balancing, 96 Yale L.J. 943 (1987).
124See Laycock, Notes on the Role ofJudicial Review, the Expansion of Federal Power, and

the Structure of Constitutional Rights, 99 Yale LJ. 1711, 1743-47 (1990).
125Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1604.

1261bid.

127Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 56 (1988), quoting Dun & Bradstreet,
Inc. v. Greenmoss Builders, Inc., 472 U.S. 749, 758 (1985). For an extensive review of vari-
ations in the protection accorded different kinds of speech, see Young v. American Mini
Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 63-71 (1976) (plurality opinion).

128See, e.g., Posadas de Puerto Rico Assoc. v. Tourism Co., 478 U.S. 328, 340 (1986);
Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S. 557, 561-63 (1980);
Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 10 (1979).
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figures is more important than criticism of private figures, 129 that
pornography has limited value' 30 and obscenity has almost no
value, '31 and that some speech is not of public concern. 132 The day
after Smith, four of the five justices in the majority routinely balanced
the "exceedingly modest" interest in possessing child pornography
against the state's compelling interest in preventing "the exploitative
use of children."' 33 They did not find it necessary to explain away
their statement of the day before.

The first half of the quoted comparison is part of the Court's at-
tempt to show that balancing is uniquely difficult in free exercise
cases. The Court considers and rejects the possibility that only
"central" religious practices should be protected. A threshold re-
quirement of centrality would indeed be a mistake, both under-
inclusive and unworkable. It would be under-inclusive because all
religious practices are part of free exercise, and not just those the
Court finds central. It would be unworkable because religious
centrality is a continuous variable. It cannot be converted into a di-
chotomous variable, controlling a discontinuous leap from no pro-
tection at all to the compelling interest test, without producing
distortion, error, and indefensible differences in result.

The opinion's talk of centrality as a threshold requirement is thus a
manufactured difficulty. But the Court is right that any balancing in
the free exercise context must consider the burden on religious ex-
ercise as well as the threat to government's compelling interests. The
Court says it would be unworkable to deny that point, for to deny it
would require "the same degree of 'compelling state interest' to im-
pede the practice of throwing rice at church weddings as to impede
the practice of getting married in church."' 3 4 But of course no one
ever denied the point, and the Court's reductio ad absurdum boo-
merangs. The majority appears to say it would be "horrible" and in-
appropriate for judges to recognize the difference between throwing
rice and getting married in church. I think they could handle it.

129Compare Gertz v. Welch, 418 U.S. 323 (1974) (private figure suing for defamation need
show only negligence), with New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964) (public
figure suing for defamation must show actual malice).

13oYoung v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50, 70-71 (1976) (plurality opinion).
13'Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 20, 34-36 (1973).
1 2 See Estlund, Speech on Matters of Public Concern: The Perils of an Emerging First

Amendment Category, 56 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1 (1990).
1

33
Osborne v. Ohio, 110 S.Ct. 1691, 1695, 1696 (1990).

134Smith, 110 S.Ct. at 1605 n.4.
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Of course there would be hard cases as well as easy cases. But free
exercise exemption cases are not uniquely unmanageable. Many free
exercise cases fall into categories in which the balance is largely de-
termined by the category. 135 The degree of unconstrained judicial
discretion would be further reduced if courts would take the com-
pelling interest test literally and seriously. The question should not
be whether it would be better on the whole to deny the exemption,
but whether a particular religious exercise is doing such severe and
tangible harm that the Court can imply from necessity an exception
to a textually absolute constitutional right. 136

2. Judicial activism in pursuit ofjudicial minimalism. When I say that
the Court pursued its minimalist agenda with activist methods, I do
not mean merely that it demolished twenty-seven years of precedent.
That is not irrelevant; precedent should not be overruled lightly, or
disingenuously. Rewriting the rationale of all those cases is an activist
technique, but it is not inherently illegitimate. No reasoned under-
standing of precedent says that libertarian judges can overrule major-
itarian precedents but not vice versa.

Some of what the Court did in Smith does seem to be at the borders
of jurisprudential legitimacy, and some of it crosses over. The Court
artificially created a broad issue by an extraordinary procedure, and
then decided that issue with substantive premises that come from
outside the Constitution.

a) The procedure that created the issue. A state administrative agency
denied unemployment compensation because it found that Smith
and Black had been discharged for misconduct as defined by the em-
ployer. The state courts reversed. 13 7 The Oregon Supreme Court
said that the state's deference to employers' definitions of misconduct
was religiously neutral, and thus permissible under the state con-
stitution. But it found federal law clearly to the contrary. Smith and
Black had been discharged for practicing their religion, and to with-
hold unemployment compensation in those circumstances would
violate the Free Exercise Clause as interpreted in Sherbert v. Verner'3 s

and similar cases.

135The point is elaborated in McConnell, note 9 supra, at 1144-49.
136See Laycock, note 124 supra, at 1745-46.

137Blackv. Employment Div., 75 Or. App. 735, 707 P.2d 1274 (1985), aff'd as modified, 301
Or. 221,721 P.2d 451(1986), vacated, 485 U.S. 660(1988); Smith v. Employment Div., 75 Or.
App. 764, 709 P.2d 246 (1985), aff'd as modified, 301 Or. 209, 721 P.2d 445 (1986), vacated,
485 U.S. 660 (1988).

138374 U.S. 398 (1963).
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The Oregon court expressly held that the state's interest in enforc-
ing its drug laws was irrelevant to an unemployment compensation
case. 139 The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari and va-
cated the judgment, holding that Oregon's criminal law was relevant
after all. 140 If religious use of peyote violated Oregon's criminal law,
and if that criminal law were constitutional, then Oregon could send
Smith and Black to prison. A fortiori it could withhold their unem-
ployment compensation. The Court remanded for a determination
whether Smith and Black had violated the criminal law of Oregon.

This does seem to be a case in which the greater power would
properly include the lesser. If it is constitutional to impose a large
(criminal) penalty, it must surely be constitutional to impose a small
(loss-of-benefits) penalty for the very same conduct. But it is not
clear why this reasoning required a remand. It should be constitu-
tional to impose the loss-of-benefits penalty even in a state that
chooses not to impose the criminal penalty. The proposition that the
greater power includes the lesser would not seem to depend on
whether the greater power is actually exercised.

The problem is not with the Court's reasoning that the greater
power includes the lesser, but with the unexamined consequences of
applying that reasoning in this context. Surely Oregon can waive or
disclaim its criminal law interests, and that may have happened here.
So far as one can tell from the published opinions, the prosecutor had
no intention of prosecuting, Smith and Black were not deterred by
fear of prosecution, and the state's highest court had said the state's
criminal law interests were irrelevant. The state Attorney General
made no move to prosecute, but he did insist that criminal law pol-
icies were relevant to the unemployment compensation issue.

The Court could have denied certiorari, or it could have decided
the case as the Oregon court presented it. Instead, the Court reached
out for the criminal law issue that it considered logically antecedent
to the issue actually presented. This raised substantive, jurisdic-
tional, and prudential questions that the Court appeared not to no-
tice. The substantive question was whether a restriction on a
constitutional right could be justified by a state interest not con-
sidered by the legislature when it enacted the challenged law. 141 The

139Smith v. Employment Div., 301 Or. 209, 219, 721 P.2d 445, 450 (1986).
14°Employment Div. v. Smith, 485 U.S. 660 (1988).
141Compare Mississippi Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718,730 & n. 16(1982); Wein-

berger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636, 648 & n. 16 (1975);Jimenez v. Weinberger, 417 U.S. 628,
634 (1974); United States Dept. of Agric. v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528, 536-37 (1973); Eisenstadt
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jurisdictional question was whether the dispute over the relevance of
Oregon's criminal law policy went to the federal question of constitu-
tional justification, or to the state question of the meaning of the un-
employment compensation laws. The prudential question was
whether the Court should decide the constitutionality of a criminal
law in a case in which no criminal prosecution was pending, threat-
ened, or feared, on an administrative record so skimpy that the state
court had taken most of its facts from a California precedent decided
twenty years before. 142 Justices Rehnquist, White, O'Connor, and
Scalia voted to decide the criminal law issue in this posture. In any
other context, it seems doubtful that they would have considered the
constitutionality of a criminal law in such an abstract posture. 143

The fifth vote came from Justice Stevens, who wrote the opinion.
He has argued in other contexts that the Court should not even re-
view state court judgments upholding federal claims against states.
He has said that if a state court provided more protection than the
Constitution requires, this "outcome of the state processes offended
no federal interest whatever."' 44 He has found it "extraordinary"
and wholly unjustified for the Supreme Court to uphold a state stat-
ute on "a rational basis that the highest court of the State has ex-
pressly rejected."' 145 If a state court substituted its judgment for the
legislature's, that was a "matter of indifference" to federal courts.
That was in search and seizure, commerce clause, and equal protec-
tion cases. For Justice Stevens, free exercise cases are different. 146

On remand, the Supreme Court of Oregon dutifully answered the
questions posed to it, while making clear its view that it had been
asked for an advisory opinion. 147 The Oregon court said that there

v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438, 450 (1972) (all suggesting a negative answer); with United States R.R.
Retirement Bd. v. Fritz, 449 U.S. 166, 179(1980); Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88,
103-5 (1976); and Flemming v. Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 612 (1960) (all suggesting an affirmative
answer).

142Blackv. Employment Div., 301 Or. 221,225-27,721 P.2d 451,453-54(1986), quoting at
length from People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716,40 Cal. Rptr. 69, 394 P.2d 813 (1964).

143See, e.g., City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95 (1983); Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S.
37, 41-42 (1971) (no case or controversy where no genuine threat of prosecution).

144Michigan v. Long, 463 U.S. 1032, 1068 (1983) (Stevens, J., dissenting); see id. at 1068-70.

145Minnesota v. Clover Leaf Creamery, 449 U.S. 456, 482 (1981) (Stevens, J., dissenting);
see id. at 477-89.

146On Justice Stevens' apparent hostility to religion, see Laycock, note 17 supra, at 1010.
1
47Smith v. Employment Div., 307 Or. 68, 73, n.3, 763 P.2d 146, 148 n.3 (1988) (departing

from its usual practice of considering the state constitution first, because "no criminal case is
before us").
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was no exemption for religious use in the Oregon drug laws, but that
criminal punishment of the peyote service would violate the federal
Free Exercise Clause as interpreted by Congress. Congress had re-
peatedly indicated its view that the regulatory exemption for peyote
worship is constitutionally required. 148 These views had been ex-
pressed only in legislative history and not in statutory text, but the
Oregon court accepted them as an authoritative exercise of Congres-
sional power, under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, to
"protect against state infringement what it believes to be the free ex-
ercise of religion protected under the First Amendment." 149

The state again successfully petitioned for certiorari. The case had
now been converted into a proxy for a criminal prosecution, but the
focus remained on peyote. The parties argued about its dangers,
about the patterns of religious use, about whether a religious exemp-
tion would undermine all drug laws. Both sides agreed on the con-
stitutional standard: Smith and Black were entitled to practice their
religion unless the state had a compelling reason to prevent them.
The only issue was whether Oregon's interest was compelling.

The Court did not decide that issue. Instead it decided that no jus-
tification was required where the law was neutral and generally ap-
plicable. The alleged dangers of peyote were irrelevant to that issue;
the facts and record were irrelevant; nothing mattered except the for-
mal neutrality of the Oregon drug laws. Once again the question
identified by the Court was logically antecedent to the question pre-
sented by the parties. But this time, neither side urged the relevance
of the antecedent question, and neither side had any reason to sus-
pect that the antecedent question might really be at issue.

In other cases where the Court has decided to reconsider impor-
tant issues not briefed by the parties, it has announced its attention
and set the case for new briefs and new argument. 15 0 It did not take
that step in Smith. It fundamentally changed the law of free exercise
without briefs or argument, in an abstract case created by the Court.
The extraordinarily activist procedure contrasts sharply with the
professed goals of minimizing judicial power.

148ld. at 74-75, 763 P.2d at 149, citing committee reports on the Drug Abuse Control
Amendments of 1965 and the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.

149 Smith v. Employment Div., 307 Or. 68, 75, 763 P.2d 146, 149 (1988).
'5OSee, e.g., Pattersonv. McLean Credit Union, 485 U.S. 617 (1988); Garciav. San Antonio

Metro. Transit Auth., 468 U.S. 1213 (1984); Illinois v. Gates, 459 U.S. 1028 (1982); Alfred
Dunhill, Inc. v. Republic of Cuba, 422 U.S. 1005 (1975); Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S.
483, 495-96 (1954); Brown v. Board of Education, 345 U.S. 972 (1953).
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b) Extra-constitutional substantive premises. Smith's strange proce-
dural history may be idiosyncratic to the particular case, but the
Court's substantive premises appear to be generally applicable. I
start with the Court's treatment of Wisconsin v. Yoder. 15 1 The Court
said in Smith that Yoder would be illegitimate if decided under the
Free Exercise Clause alone, but that it is legitimate as a hybrid case of
free exercise and "the right of parents to direct the education of their
children."15 2

Of course the Constitution nowhere expressly mentions any right
of parents or any right to direct education or anything about chil-
dren. If there is a parental right to direct the education of children,
it is an unenumerated right, protected only by the Ninth Amend-
ment, or as the Court would presumably have it, by substantive due
process. 153 Especially in the wake of the Bork nomination and his
inkblot theory of the Ninth Amendment, 154 1 am delighted to see
Justices Scalia, Rehnquist, Kennedy, and White unambiguously en-
dorse unenumerated rights in an opinion for the Court. I hope they
mean it.

But I find it illegitimate to make unenumerated rights superior to
the enumerated ones. Why is the Court willing to balance the state's
interest against parental preference on behalf of the unenumerated
right of parental control, but not on behalf of the explicit right to free
exercise of religion? If the Court feels free to enforce the unenumer-
ated rights it likes, and to strip nearly all independent meaning from
the enumerated rights it does not like, it is hard to see how the exis-
tence of a written Constitution affects its decisions. The point of enu-
merating certain rights was to ensure that at least those rights get
enforced.

The answer to this puzzle may be that the Court's explanation of
Yoder was made up for this day only, and we should not pay any atten-
tion to it. But the distinction also fits with the Court's fears that free
exercise exemptions discriminate in favor of persons with religious
motivations. Religion should be broadly defined for purposes of free
exercise exemptions, 155 but no plausible definition will make all

Is1406 U.S. 205 (1972).

15 2Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1601 (citation omitted).

153See Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 533-35 (1925) (finding right to send
children to private schools in Due Process Clause); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1972)
(preferring to find right to abortion in Fourteenth Amendment rather than Ninth).

1
5
4See Bork, The Tempting of America 166 (1990).

'"5See Laycock, note 17 supra, at 1002; cf. Welsh v. United States, 398 U.S. 333, 344 (1970)
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claims religious. A parental right to control education can be asserted
by any parent, and so is more neutral than a free exercise right to
control religious education.

Whatever the merits of a parental right to control education, the
Court cannot legitimately reject free exercise claims on the ground
that the clause protects only the exercise of religion. There is unam-
biguously in the Constitution a clause that protects only the exercise
of religion. To reject claims under that clause because it does not fit
the Court's conception of neutrality is to unabashedly substitute the
Court's preferences for the text of the Constitution. And that is pre-
cisely what the opponents of judicial activism say they most fear.

The same activist error occurs in more general terms in the Court's
hostility to balancing. The Court agrees that plaintiffs are engaged in
religious exercise and that Oregon is prohibiting that exercise. But
the Court says it is not required to read the text in this straightfor-
ward way, and that it will not do so because that would require judi-
cial balancing, which would be horrible. How does the Court know
it would be horrible? Where in the Constitution does it say that? The
horror of balancing is the Court's own preference, injected into the
Constitution without a basis in the text, in this case at the cost of
stripping most of the meaning out of an express part of the text.

The constitutional text is absolute, but everyone recognizes that
some exceptions are required. The Court's emphasis on formal neu-
trality is an attempt to limit the absolute text in a way that avoids
balancing. But formal neutrality completely misfits the policies of
the clause. It fits neither the interests of the government nor the in-
terests of religion. It fails to protect core religious functions, and it
often infringes religious liberty where the government has no real
need to do so. It limits the text in a way that does not plausibly serve
the purposes of the text.

The need for limitations on the absolute text is an implication from
necessity, and the Court will interpret the text most faithfully if it
directly addresses the question of when implied exceptions are nec-
essary. The combination of express substantive right and the neces-
sity of implied exceptions leads directly to a certain kind of balanc-
ing. The Court cannot just say that such a clause is inconsistent with
its conception of the judicial role. The judicial role is defined by the
Constitution; the Constitution is not defined by changing concep-

(interpreting conscientious objector provisions of Selective Service Act to protect non-theistic
objectors).
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tions of the judicial role. To refuse to enforce rights that are in the
Constitution is as mistaken as enforcing rights that are not in the
Constitution.

III. THE PRACTICAL IMPACT: WHAT Is LEFT OF FREE EXERCISE?

A. TAXATION OF CHURCHES

The doctrinal change with respect to taxation is reasonably clear.
Most tax statutes exempt churches, and that has not changed.
Murdock struck down a minor tax on proselytizing, and created a
plausible constitutional argument for more general church tax im-
munity. But the scope of constitutional tax immunity was never
clear, and the issue was rarely litigated, because the statutory exemp-
tions sufficed.

Swaggart unambiguously eliminates most constitutional claims to
tax exemption. The real choices are now up to legislatures and tax
authorities, where the impact is likely to be marginal. The Court's
new rule is that churches are constitutionally immune only from a
flat tax that acts as a prior restraint. The boundaries of this category
are not wholly unambiguous-what about a flat tax collected after
the taxed activity is completed, or a proportionate tax that must be
estimated and paid in advance, or a franchise tax on the existence of
the religious organization, proportioned to some measure of size or
activity and collected at the end of the year? But these are marginal
questions, because license taxes of any form are a minor source of
revenue.

The important change is that churches may now be subjected to all
but a tiny percentage of the taxes in a modem society. All the major
taxes-sales tax, use tax, income tax, and property tax-and most
minor taxes, including gross receipts taxes and most excise taxes and
transfer taxes, are formally neutral, generally applicable, and not a
flat license tax collected in advance. All would seem to be authorized
by the opinion in Swaggart.

Whether these taxes will in fact be levied is up to the political
branches and to state and local governments. Texas Monthly v. Bullock
says that taxing authorities may not exempt religious organizations
or activity as such, but Texas Monthly reaffirms that taxing authorities
may include churches in broader categories of tax exempt organiza-
tions, such as charitable organizations or not-for-profit organiza-
tions. 156

156489 U.S. 1, 11-13 (1989). See Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
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There is little reason to expect a wholesale movement to repeal tra-
ditional tax exemptions. But increased taxation about the margins is
inevitable. Governments in need of revenue will be more aggressive
about taxing marginal church properties near the borders of the stat-
utory exemptions, more aggressive about collecting tax on taxable ac-
tivities that were formerly ignored or assumed to be exempt, and
more aggressive about demanding "voluntary" contributions in lieu
of taxes. Most churches will be burdened; some economically margi-
nal churches will lose properties or abandon ministries. The fixed
compliance costs of an interstate ministry are substantial, with
scores of local jurisdictions adding their various levies to the basic
state sales and use tax. The Court relied on these compliance costs
when it held that the Commerce Clause exempts mail order sellers
from collecting tax for their buyers' home states. 157 But if entering a
state to hold a worship service is a permanent submission to the
state's taxing jurisdiction, the Commerce Clause rule is of no benefit
to a traveling ministry.

Churches responding to new demands for revenue have lost their
biggest bargaining chip; with no constitutional defense possible,
they can never threaten constitutional litigation. We may reasonably
expect political battles in tax-writing committees over proposals to
limit or repeal various exemptions that include religion. Whether
these developments are good or bad, and how they comport with a
more general understanding of the religion clauses, I leave for an-
other day.

I note only one point, which frames the issue and explains why it
must await another day. Even if the result in Swaggart is defensible,
the reasoning is not. The Court holds that the burden of taxation is
constitutionally insignificant, but that cannot be right. Nor is it the
case that tax exemption, considered alone, is a subsidy. Government
does not subsidize a church by leaving it alone.

If churches may be taxed, it is because they receive some (but not
all) government services, and because government services to a tax
exempt body are a form of subsidy. The question is whether govern-
ment services plus tax exemption is a greater departure from neu-
trality than the burdens of taxation. The answer may depend on the
tax. A tax on unrelated business income is very different from a tax
on dissemination of religious messages or on property essential to
worship, or a tax that can be triggered by a sermon identifying

'"7See National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue, 386 U.S. 753, 759-60(1967).
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political candidates whose views of public policy do not violate the
church's views of morality. 158 Waiving a fee for specific services, like
postage stamps, looks much more like a direct subsidy than exemp-
tion from taxes that go into general revenues. Both burden and sub-
sidy may vary with context, and some cases may be hard. But the
answer is not to dismiss the serious burdens of taxation as constitu-
tionally insignificant. Religion is not free when the government
charges for its exercise.

B. REGULATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICE

The impact of regulation on religious practice is much less clear.
This impact may be sweeping or limited, depending on how the
Court interprets all the boundaries and exceptions to its opinion.
Smith announces a general rule of devastating sweep, but it also an-
nounces six overlapping exceptions and limitations, and Swaggart
recognizes a seventh. The Free Exercise Clause never requires ex-
emptions from formally neutral regulations of conduct, but:

1. This rule does not apply to regulation of religious belief and
profession. 159

2. This rule does not apply to religious speech. 160

3. This rule does not apply to parental control of children's educa-
tion. 16

1

4. This rule does not apply to unemployment compensation
cases. 162

5. This rule does not apply to regulatory schemes that require an
"individualized governmental assessment of the reasons for the rele-
vant conduct." 16 3

6. This rule does not apply to laws that are not formally neutral
and generally applicable.

7. There may be some protection for religious practice under the
Establishment Clause. 164

5 8See Gaffney, On Not Rendering to Caesar: the Unconstitutionality of Tax Regulation of
Activities of Religious Organizations Relating to Politics, 40 DePaul L. Rev. 1 (1990); Caron &
Dessingue, IRC §501(c)(3): Practical and Constitutional Implications of "Political" Activity
Restrictions, 2J.L. & Pol. 169 (1985).

ts9Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.

160Id. at 1601-2. The Court distinguishes "profession" from "speech" without explanation.
See text at notes 182-84 infra.

161Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1601.

1621d. at 1602-3.
1631d. at 1603.

'64Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 698-99.
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If the Court means to defer to the political branches on questions
of formal neutrality and the scope of the exceptions to Smith, then
very little is left of judicially enforceable free exercise. There are
many religious practices that conflict with the regulatory agenda of
one or another interest group, and there are few burdens on religion
that cannot be conceptualized in formally neutral terms. But if the
Court is serious about requiring at least formal neutrality, and if it is
serious about its list of cases in which the Constitution still requires
exemptions, then much religious exercise can still claim judicial pro-
tection. A serious requirement of formal neutrality must consider
legislative motive, religious gerrymanders, exceptions, exemptions,
defenses, gaps in coverage, actual or potential bias in enforcement,
and whether the state regulates comparable secular conduct or pur-
sues its alleged interests in secular contexts.

In the remainder of this section, I examine each of the exceptions
and limitations in turn, reading them optimistically from the per-
spective of religious liberty.

1. Belief and profession. The Court begins its analysis by distin-
guishing "belief and profession" from "physical acts."1 65 It does not
explicitly say that belief and profession are protected even from for-
mally neutral regulation, but that is implied by the structure of the
opinion and by the cases cited. The Court says that government can-
not "punish the expression of religious doctrines it believes to be
false," citing United States v. Ballard. 166 Ballard was a mail fraud pros-
ecution against an evangelist who promised divine intervention on
behalf of his contributors. The mail fraud law is formally neutral, but
its application to claims of religious faith would plainly restrict re-
ligious exercise, and Ballard created a constitutional exemption.

Similarly, the Court says that government cannot "lend its power
to one or the other side in controversies over religious authority or
dogma," citing cases on secular resolution of disputes arising out of
church schisms. 167 The Court does not cite Jones v. Wolf,' 168 which
moved this body of law considerably closer to the formal neutrality
model. But even afterJones, some formally neutral rules remain un-

1
6 5Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.
'6 6Ibid., citing 322 U.S. 78, 86-88 (1944).
167Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696, 708-25 (1976); Presbyterian

Church v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. 440,445-52 (1969); Ked-
roffv. St. Nicholas Cathedral, 344 U.S. 94, 95-119 (1952).

168443 U.S. 595 (1979).
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constitutional. Courts cannot apply to churches a formally neutral
rule that when a private association splits into competing factions,
the right to the original association's name and property goes to the
faction that adheres most closely to the original goals, purposes, or
rules of the association. 169 The Court's brief reference to these cases
in Smith implies that even formally neutral laws cannot interfere with
internal church disputes, at least with respect to "religious authority
or dogma. "17 0

This restriction could provide substantial protection against a po-
tent source of formally neutral intrusions into churches: the whole
body of modern labor law, including discrimination laws, collective
bargaining laws, and wrongful discharge law. These laws provide
few exceptions for churches, but courts have generally refused to ap-
ply them to ministers and other religious teaching personnel. 17 1

There is no exception in the employment discrimination laws for
sex discrimination by churches. 172 Must religious schools employ
unwed mothers as school teachers? 173 Must faiths that teach a moral
duty of mothers to care for small children in the home employ
mothers of small children in paid work for the church outside
the home? 174 Must the Roman Catholic Church ordain women
priests? 175 Must churches employ or ordain practicing homosexuals
under local gay rights ordinances? 176 Can courts review the church's
reasons for discharging a parochial school teacher, 177 a pastor, 178 or a

'69Jonesv. Wolf, 443 U.S. 595,599-600,602,609(1979); Presbyterian Churchv. Mary Eliz-

abeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S. 440 (1968).
170Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.
171The cases are collected in Laycock & Waelbroeck, Academic Freedom and the Free Ex-

ercise of Religion, 66 Tex. L. Rev. 1455, 1462 nn.27-30.
17242 U.S.C. §2000e-1 and e-2 (1988).
17See Dolter v. Wahlert High School, 483 F. Supp. 266 (N.D. Iowa 1980) (holding that

school is constitutionally protected if it acted for religious reasons and did so consistently).
174See Ohio Civil Rights Comm'n v. Dayton Christian Schools, Inc., 477 U.S. 619 (1986)

(failing to decide the issue); McLeod v. Providence Christian School, 408 N.W.2d 146 (Mich.
App. 1987) (reinstating teacher).

17
5
See Comment, 13 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs. 257 (1977) (implausibly finding the issue

close before Smith, but concluding that state's interest was not compelling).
176See Walker v. First Presbyterian Church, 22 Fair Empl. Prac. Cases 762 (Cal. Super. Ct.

1980) (upholding discharge of homosexual organist); cf. Gay Rights Coalition v. Georgetown
Univ., 536 A.2d 1 (D.C. App. 1987) (refusing to order Catholic university to grant official
recognition to gay rights organization).

177Sce Millerv. Catholic Diocese, 728 P.2d 794 (Mont. 1986) (refusing to review discharge of
school teacher).

17See, e.g., Hutchison v. Thomas, 789 F.2d 392 (6th Cir.) (refusing to review forced retire-
ment of Methodist minister), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 885 (1986).
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bishop? 179 All of these cases present an internal dispute between the
employee and the church, and often there is a reform faction that
supports the employee's position and an entrenched faction that re-
sists it. If government cannot interfere in "controversies over re-
ligious authority," then courts should continue to dismiss most of
these cases.

Similarly, there is no express exception for churches in the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act. The Supreme Court implied one in
NLRB v. Catholic Bishop,180 holding that the bishop did not have to
bargain collectively with unions of parochial school teachers. Some
state labor boards have stepped into the resulting gap and suc-
cessfully asserted jurisdiction. 181 Does Smith validate these state la-
bor board cases? Is there now no constitutional barrier to unionized
parochial schools? What about convents and monasteries? Because it
is almost inevitable that the union represents one contending faction
within the church, and that unionization will affect future decisions
about teaching personnel, Catholic Bishop may survive as a case about
interference with internal church disputes. Alternatively, it may sur-
vive as a hybrid case about free exercise and parental control of edu-
cation.

2. Speech. The Court in Smith appeared to say that religious speech
is still protected even from formally neutral laws. The Court dis-
cussed speech in four different places, with no cross-references.
First, the Court said that "belief and profession" are protected, citing
Ballard, a religious speech case. 182 Second, the Court said that pros-
elytizing and assembling for worship are conduct, even though they
would seem to be speech and profession. 183 Third, the Court recog-
nized a right to constitutional exemptions from generally applicable
laws in hybrid cases involving free exercise and speech, citing Cant-
well, Murdock, and Follett, all religious speech cases. 184 So religious
speech would seem to be protected as a hybrid claim, even if it is
characterized as conduct. Finally, the Court said that the compelling

179See Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696 (1976) (refusing to let
civil court review decision to remove bishop and appoint a successor).

180440 U.S. 490 (1979).

1
8 ]Catholic High School Ass'n v. Culvert, 753 F.2d 1161 (2d Cir. 1985) (state labor board can

assert jurisdiction over religious schools, except where sponsoring church has doctrinal objec-
tion to collective bargaining).

1
8 2Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1599.

183jbid.

184Id. at 1601.
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interest test does not apply to "generally applicable laws uncon-
cerned with regulating speech that have the effect of interfering with
speech," citing an antitrust case. 185

This fourth passage is misleading as a description of the Court's
precedents, and in any event applies only to those laws that are for-
mally neutral as between speech and non-expressive conduct. By its
terms, this passage does not apply to laws that restrict speech but are
formally neutral as between religious and secular speech. The pas-
sage appears in a footnote responding to the dissent, and it surely
should not be taken as rejecting the Court's approving citations, in
text, of Ballard, Cantwell, Murdock, and Follett. Despite the ambigu-
ity of four separate discussions, it appears that religious speech is still
protected even from formally neutral laws.

An exception for speech should have many applications, some of
them familiar. Religious speech has been and still is protected by the
Speech Clause. 186 The Free Exercise Clause stands as textual evi-
dence that religious speech is central to the First Amendment, like
fully protected political speech and not like commercial speech,
obscenity, or other categories of speech with only limited constitu-
tional protection. Presumably the Court's category of "hybrid" free
speech and free exercise cases recognizes this fully protected status.

Continued protection for religious speech is key to the many suits
for fraud and intentional infliction of emotional distress now pending
against high-demand religions.18 7 These suits are typically brought
by disgruntled members and their families; they often produce
multi-million dollar verdicts that threaten the very existence of the
defendant religion. 188 The trials of these cases are generally charac-

ISSId. at 1604 n.3.

15 6See, e.g., Airport Comm'rs v. Jews forJesus, Inc., 482 U.S. 569 (1987) (religious solicita-
tion in airport); Heffron v. International Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness, Inc., 452 U.S. 640
(1981) (religious solicitation at state fair, held properly regulated under same rules as secular
solicitation at state fair); Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981) (religious student groups on
university campus); Fowler v. Rhode Island, 345 U.S. 67 (1953) (religious service in park).

187See, e.g., Molko v. Holy Spirit Ass'n, 46 Cal. 3d 1092, 762 P.2d 46, 252 Cal. Rptr. 122

(1988), cert. denied, 109 S.Ct. 2110 (1989); Christofferson v. Churcho fScientology, 57 Or.
App. 203, 644 P.2d 577, review denied, 293 Or. 456, 650 P.2d 928 (1982), cert. denied, 459
U.S. 1206 (1983). A high-demand religion is one that demands much of its adherents: strict
moral codes that are enforced and not merely encouraged, significant lifestyle changes, dietary
restrictions, conspicuous dress, and the like.

'8 8George v. International Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness, No. D007153 (Cal. App. 4th
Dist. 1989) ($32.7 million verdict reduced to $3 million), vacated, 111 S.Ct. 1299 (1991);
Wollersheim v. Church of Scientology, 212 Cal. App. 3d 872, 260 Cal. Rptr. 331 (1989) ($30
million verdict reduced to $2.5 million), vacated, 111 S.Ct. 1298 (1991); Church Universal &
Triumphant, Inc. v. Witt, No. B021187 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1989) ($1.5 million), cert. denied,
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terized by attempts to incite the jury to fear and hatred of a strange
faith. But the liability rules of fraud and emotional distress are for-
mally neutral.

Religious speech requires the protection of the Ballard rule against
fraud claims; jurors should not be allowed to decide whether claims
of religious faith are true or false. Ballard does not and should not
protect fraudulent claims about empirical matters that are verifiable
in this world.

Religious speech also requires protections analogous to those ac-
corded the media in defamation' 89 and emotional distress cases. 190

The Court recently vacated two judgments affirming large awards of
punitive damages against religious bodies for intentional infliction
of emotional distress. 191 The Court decided no First Amendment
issue; it remanded for consideration in light of its resolution of an in-
surance company's claim that standardless awards of punitive dam-
ages violate the Due Process Clause. 192 If religious speech is still pro-
tected from burdensome but formally neutral rules, then the Court
cannot assume that the rule it creates for insurers is automatically ad-
equate for churches.

If religious speech is protected and religious conduct is not, liti-
gants will claim that much conduct that previously would have been
protected under the Free Exercise Clause is now protected as speech.
Some of these claims may be strained, but many will be quite legiti-
mate. William Marshall, who urged the Court to do what it did in
Smith, has also written that most religious conduct can be protected
as speech. 193 Certainly all claims to control ministers, teachers, and
others who speak for the church may plausibly be presented as
speech claims. Challenges to regulation of religious ritual and to
landmarking of sacred architecture might plausibly be brought as
speech claims. Surely the Boston Jesuits' desire to relocate their altar

110 S.Ct. 839 (1990); O'Neil v. Schuckardt, 112 Idaho 472, 733 P.2d 693 (1986) ($1 million
against priest; $250,000 affirmed; new trial granted on the rest because damages for invasion of
privacy could not be separated from damages for alienation of affections, a tort not recognized
in Idaho); Christofferson v. Church of Scientology, 5 Religious Freedom Rptr. 126 (Or. Cir.
Ct. Mulmomah County 1985) ($39 million); Guinn v. Church of Christ, 775 P.2d 766 (Okla.
1989) ($390,000 against local congregation).

189New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
19 0Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46 (1988).

19lGeorge and Wollersheim, both cited in note 188 supra.

192Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip, 111 S.Ct. 1032 (1991).
193Cf. Marshall, note 16 supra, with Marshall, Solving the Free Exercise Dilemma: Free Ex-

ercise as Expression, 67 Minn. L. Rev. 545 (1983).
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in accord with the liturgical reforms of the Second Vatican Council is
a case of symbolic speech.

3. Parental control of education.The Court's exception for the un-
enumerated right of parents to control their children's education
would appear to make Smith inapplicable to a large body of litigation,
mostly in the state courts, about conflicts between religion and state
educational systems. The issues in these cases include intrusive reg-
ulation of religious schools, 194 home schooling, 195 and exemptions
from public school curricula that undermine religious faith. 196 Even
without Smith the states have been winning most of these cases in the
lower courts, but the states have lost some, and they have lost the
cases decided on the merits in the Supreme Court. 197 Most of these
issues remain open at the Supreme Court level, and apparently they
remain subject to the compelling interest test.

4. Unemployment compensation cases. The Court's exception for the
unemployment compensation cases is the most cryptic of all. At one
point, it seems to be an arbitrary exception for unemployment com-
pensation only, based on nothing but precedent, like the distinction
between baseball and football in antitrust law. The Court says:
"Even if we were inclined to breathe into Sherbert some life beyond
the unemployment compensation field, we would not apply it to re-
quire exemptions from a generally applicable criminal law.' 98 If
these two categories overlap-as in Smith, in which the employee
was discharged for violating a generally applicable criminal law-
the criminal-law category controls.

194 Cases upholding such regulation are collected in New Life Baptist Church Academy v.
Town of E. Longmeadow, 885 F.2d 940, 950 (Ist Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 110 S.Ct. 1782
(1990). For cases limiting such regulation, see Farrington v. Tokushige, 273 U.S. 284 (1927);
Kentucky State Bd. for Elementary & Secondary Educ. v. Rudasill, 589 S.W.2d 877 (Ky.
1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 938 (1980); State v. Whisner, 47 Ohio St. 2d 181, 351 N.E.2d 750
(1976); see also State v. Emmanuel Baptist Preschool, 434 Mich. 380, 455 N.W.2d 1 (1990)
(limiting regulation of church day care center).

'95 Cases upholding restrictions on home schooling are collected in New Life Baptist Church
Academy v. Town of E. Longmeadow, 885 F.2d 940, 950-51 (1st Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 110
S.Ct. 1752 (1990). The home schooling movement has been politically strong enough to get
substantial legislative accommodation in many states. For a collection of statutes, see Com-
ment, The Constitutionality of Home Education Statutes, 55 UMKC L. Rev. 69 (1986). See
also Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (finding constitutional right to home schooling for
Amish children in ninth and tenth grade).

196Mozer v. Hawkins County Public Schools, 827 F.2d 1058 (6th Cir. 1987), cert. denied,
484 U.S. 1066 (1988).

19 7Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Farrington v. Tokushige, 273 U.S. 284 (1927);
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).

19RSmitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1603.
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But the Court does offer a reason for the unemployment compen-
sation exception, and the reason appears to have other applications.
Indeed, the reason appears to have many applications, and to be a
special case of the general requirement of neutrality. It requires sepa-
rate treatment.

5. "Individualized governmental assessment of the reasonsfor the relevant
conduct." The Court says that the unemployment compensation
cases provide for "individualized governmental assessment of the
reasons for the relevant conduct," and that "where the State has in
place a system of individual exemptions, it may not refuse to extend
that system to cases of 'religious hardship' without compelling rea-
son." 199 There are two points run together here. One is individu-
alized assessment, and the other is non-religious exemptions. They
will often appear together, but as a matter of logic and policy, they
have independent force.

The Court does not explain why individualized assessment cases
are to be treated differently, but the reason must be that individu-
alized decisionmaking provides ample opportunity for discrimina-
tion against religion in general or unpopular faiths in particular.
Courts cannot assume that an individualized decisionmaking process
was religion-blind just because the underlying statute or legal prin-
ciple is religion-blind. For example, part of the problem in the fraud
and intentional infliction of emotional distress suits against high-
demand religions is that the jury can readily vent its hostility to
strange religions in the guise of enforcing a supposedly neutral com-
mon law rule.

This is also true, of, for example, zoning, landmarking, and con-
demnation decisions. Zoning boards restrict the location of new
churches,200 and what is far worse, restrict the ministries of exist-
ing churches. 20 They sometimes discriminate against minority

199Both quotations appear id. at 1603, citing Bowen v. Roy, 476 U.S. 693, 708 (1986) (plu-
rality opinion).

2°°See, e.g., Love Church v. City of Evanston, 896 F.2d 1082 (7th Cir. 1989) (city code re-
quired special use permit for any new church; claim dismissed for lack of standing), cert. de-
nied, Il1 S.Ct. 252 (1990); Lakewood, Ohio Congregation ofJehovah's Witnesses, Inc. v. City
of Lakewood, 699 F.2d 303 (6th Cir. 1983) (zoning decision forbidding church to build on its
land, upheld), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 815 (1983). A majority of courts hold, often on grounds
other than free exercise, that churches cannot be excluded from residential zones. Reynolds,
Zoning the Church: The Police Power Versus the First Amendment, 64 B.U. L. Rev. 767,
776-77 (1985).

20 1See, e.g., Havurah v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals, 177 Conn. 440, 418 A.2d 82 (1979) (zoning
decision forbidding use of church for overnight accommodations, struck down); Burlington
Assembly of God Church v. Zoning Bd. of Adjustment, 238 N.J. Super. 634, 570 A.2d 495
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faiths. 20 2 The administration of landmarking laws has burdened
churches at rates many times higher than any other class of prop-
erty.203 Older religious institutions with open space are sometimes
special targets of eminent domain, because it is cheaper to buy open
space than to destroy buildings and restore it. 2

04 These land use
cases are readily subject to analysis under the Smith exception for in-
dividualized assessments.

In such individualized decisionmaking processes, the Court's ex-
planation of its unemployment compensation cases would seem to
require that religion get something analogous to most-favored nation
status. Religious speech should be treated as well as political speech,
religious land uses should be treated as well as any other land use of
comparable intensity, and so forth. Alleged distinctions-explana-
tions that a proposed religious use will cause more problems than

(1989) (refusal of variance for church radio tower, struck down); St. John's Evangelical
Lutheran Church v. Hoboken, 195 N.J. Super. 414,479 A.2d 935 (1983) (zoning decision for-
bidding church to shelter homeless, struck down); Westchester Reform Temple v. Brown, 22
N.Y.2d 488, 239 N.E.2d 891, 293 N.Y.S.2d 297 (1968) (setback rules imposing financial hard-
ship on expansion ofsynagogue, struck down); see also Grosz v. City of Miami Beach, 721 F.2d
729 (1 1th Cir. 1983) (zoning decision forbidding meetings of prayer group in private home,
upheld), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 827 (1984). Foranalysis and morecases, see Reynolds, note 200
supra, at 810-17.

202Islamic Center, Inc. v. City of Starkville, 840 F.2d 293 (5th Cir. 1988) (series of zoning
decisions refusing to allow Moslems to meet in university neighborhood where no Christian
church had ever been denied zoning, struck down); Moore v. Trippe, 743 F. Supp. 201
(S.D.N.Y. 1990) (repeated citations against Buddhist temple, and zoning amendment re-
quiring special use permit for any change to property); Reynolds, note 200 supra, at 770-71 &
n.20.

203 L'Heureux, Ministry v. Mortar: A Landmark Conflict, in Kelley, Government Interven-
tion in Religious Affairs 2, at 164, 168 (1986) (stating that religious buildings areless than 1/3 of
one percent of buildings in New York City, but more than fourteen percent of buildings desig-
nated as landmarks in New York City). For further analysis, see Carmella, Houses of Worship
and Religious Liberty: Constitutional Limits to Landmark Preservation and Architectural Re-
view, 36 Vill. L. Rev. - (1991); Greenawalt, Church and State: Some Constitutional
Questions in Landmarking of Church-owned Properties, in Historic Preservation Law 465
(Robinson, ed., 1982). For illustrative cases, see Church of St. Paul and St. Andrew v. Bar-
wick, 67 N.Y.2d 510, 496 N.E.2d 183, 505 N.Y.S.2d 24, cert. denied, 479 U.S. 985 (1986);
First Covenant Churchv. City of Seattle, 114 Wash. 2d 392, 787 P.2d 1352, vacated for recon-
sideration in light ofSmith, 111 S.Ct. 1097 (199 1). For an application of Smith, see Rector of St.
Bartholomew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348, 354-55 (2d Cir. 1990) (finding a
landmarking ordinance neutral and generally applicable, and finding discretionary application
to individual churches of "no constitutional relevance"), cert. denied, 111 S.Ct. 1103 (1991).

2°4For a reported example, see Yonkers Racing Corp. v. City of Yonkers, 858 F.2d 855, 871
(2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 489 U.S. 1077 (1989); Other condemnations with devastating con-
sequences can be avoided only by an exemption. See Pillar of Fire v. Denver Urban Renewal
Auth., 181 Colo. 411, 509 P.2d 1250 (1973), where a thirty-three block urban renewal project
included a denomination's first church, which had great historical and symbolic significance.
The court conditioned the condemnation on proof of "a substantial interest without a reason-
able alternative means of accomplishment." Id. at 417, 509 P.2d at 1253.
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some other use already approved-should be subject to strict scru-
tiny.

The other point in the Court's explanation of its unemployment
compensation cases is secular exemptions. If the state grants exemp-
tions from its law for secular reasons, then it must grant comparable
exemptions for religious reasons. But this is part of the requirement
of formal neutrality or general applicability, and nothing should turn
on whether the secular exemptions are "individualized." If the po-
tential for an individualized secular exemption requires religious ex-
emptions, then a fortiori a whole class of secular exemptions should
require religious exemptions.

In general, the allowance of any exemption is substantial evidence
that religious exemptions would not threaten the statutory scheme.
The state may conceivably have a compelling reason for denying
some claims to religious exemption even though it grants other ex-
emptions, but such cases should be quite rare. An example is Gillette
v. United States,20 5 holding that Congress could exempt from the mil-
itary draft conscientious objectors who objected to war in any form,
without exempting the much more numerous group who objected to
unjust wars.

The requirement that religious conduct get the benefit of secular
exemptions is a requirement of broad potential application. Ameri-
can statutes are riddled with exceptions and exemptions for various
special interests, small businesses, private citizens, and government
agencies. The federal employment discrimination laws do not apply
to Congress or to employers with fewer than fifteen employees. 20 6

The law penalizing employers of illegal aliens does not apply to em-
ployers of household help. 207 The Florida humane slaughter law ex-
empts any person slaughtering and selling "not more than 20 head of
cattle nor more than 35 head of hogs per week." 20 8 And so on.

Exemptions for secular interests without exemptions for religious
practice reflect a hostile indifference to religion. It is not that the
legislature was consciously trying to harm religion when it failed

20s401 U.S. 437 (1971).

20642 U.S.C. §2000e (1988).

20But see Intercommunity Center for Justice & Peace v. Immigration & Naturalization

Serv., 910 F.2d 42, 45 (2d Cir. 1990), finding this exception irrelevant to a free exercise claim. It
is not clear from the opinion whether plaintiffs urged that the exception in the statute triggered
an exception to Smitb. In any event, the court found that the government's interest was com-
pelling.

20 8Fla. Stat. Ann. §828.24(3) (1976).
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to create a religious exemption. Rather, it is that such a discrimina-
tory pattern of exemptions shows that the legislature's goals do not
require universal application, and that the legislature values the
exempted secular activities more highly than the constitutionally
protected religious activities. This pattern of exemptions reflects a
legislative judgment that the free exercise of religion is less impor-
tant than the demands of some special interest group of no constitu-
tional significance. But that is a judgment inconsistent with the con-
stitutional guarantee.

A set of exemptions so institutionalized and generalized that they
do not even seem to be exemptions is the scheduling of government
functions on the Christian calendar. The Court is so accustomed to
this calendar that it appears to think of persons desiring to observe
minority holy days as asking for special treatment. 20 9 Consider a
Jewish student who asks to make up an examination administered on
Yom Kippur. Such a student is not seeking special treatment; he
is seeking an accommodation equal to that already extended to
Christians. The school's calendar is not formally neutral just because
it never mentions religion. School never meets on Sunday; it never
meets on Easter; there is a long break at Christmas, even in schools
where the Christmas break falls at an awkward time near the end of
the semester. School is the clearest example, but the point is general.
Operating on a Christian calendar is a sensible accommodation to the
Christian majority, but there is nothing neutral about it. Calendar ex-
emptions for minority religious observance should be required, even
after Smith, because the calendar is not neutral.

6. Formal neutrality. The Court in Smith never defines neutrality.
But the Court does implicitly recognize the obvious dangers of eva-
sion and abuse.

Consider first the case of formally neutral laws enacted for the pur-
pose of suppressing a minority faith. Recall the hypothetical of a law
banning consumption of wine in public places where children are
present. The Court says that a law is neutral if prohibiting the ex-
ercise of religion "is not the object of the [law] but merely the inciden-
tal effect."' 210 This language would seem to recognize that even a
facially neutral law enacted with bad motive-for the "object" of
suppressing a religion-is unconstitutional. That inference is sup-

209See Ansonia Bd. of Education v. Philbrook, 479 U.S. 60 (1986); id. at 79 (Stevens, J.,
dissenting in part).

21 Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1600.
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ported by the Court's immediate citation to Grosjean v. American Press
Co.

2 1 1

The "incidental effect" language might also mean that a law is not
neutral if its anti-religious applications are such a major part of the
total applications that the anti-religious effect cannot be charac-
terized as "incidental." Consider a facially neutral ban on the sale of
unleavened bread. It is hard to imagine any motive for such a law
other than hostility to Jews and to those Christians who use un-
leavened bread in the Eucharist. But suppose the state proves that its
actual motive was legitimate-for example, to help the depressed lo-
cal leaven industry. Still, because there are virtually no secular uses
of unleavened bread to be affected by this law, the anti-religious
effect would not be incidental, but overwhelmingly dominant. Such
a law would not satisfy the Court's "incidental effect" requirement.
It would be unconstitutional unless it served a compelling interest
by the least restrictive means, which is surely impossible in this ex-
ample.2 12

C6nsider also religious gerrymanders-laws carefully crafted to
burden or benefit a particular religious practice without affecting
similar secular practices or similar practices by another religion. Bad
motives may be hidden in people's heads, but a gerrymander is vis-
ible on the face of the statute book. Examples are a law forbidding
any person wearing a saffron robe to appear on the streets with a
shaved head, or a law forbidding the consumption of unleavened
bread and bitter herbs at the same meal. Semester break at Christmas
is more benign religious gerrymander, but a gerrymander nonethe-
less.

A statute that appears neutral in isolation may be obviously not
neutral when one considers the jurisdiction's treatment of similar
matters. If the state permits the same conduct for secular reasons that
it forbids for religious reasons, or if it permits the infliction of the
same harm for secular reasons that it forbids when inflicted for re-
ligious reasons, its regulation is neither neutral nor generally appli-

211297 U.S. 223, 250-51 (1936), cited in Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1600. Garean struck down a
Louisiana tax on all newspapers with circulation greater than 20,000. With only one exception,
drawing the line at 20,000 taxed all the urban papers that opposed Huey Long, and exempted
all the small town papers that supported him. For analysis of Grosean, see Powe, The Fourth
Estate and the Constitution 222 (1991).

212 Compare the Court's example of an "obviously" unconstitutional law making it a crime to
bow down before a golden calf. Smitb, 110 S. Ct. at 1599.
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cable. Even under Smith, it must have a compelling reason for
treating the religious conduct less favorably than the secular con-
duct.

7. The Establishment Clause. Finally, there is the surviving protec-
tion for religious exercise in the Establishment Clause. For twenty
years the Court has summarized the Establishment Clause in its
three-part Lemon test, stating that a law violates the Establishment
Clause if it lacks a secular purpose, if it has the primary effect of ei-
ther advancing or inhibiting religion, or if it excessively entangles the
state in religious affairs. 213 The Court has entertained claims by
churches that burdensome regulations violate the inhibiting or en-
tanglement prongs of the Establishment Clause, most recently in
Swaggart.214 With Smith apparently taking away much of the pro-
tection previously found in the Free Exercise Clause, churches will
increasingly turn to whatever protections may be found in the Estab-
lishment Clause.

I find it implausible that a burden on religion might violate the
Establishment Clause, 215 and especially so in the only case that
matters-when it does not also violate the Free Exercise Clause. Carl
Esbeck has argued, however, that the Establishment Clause regu-
lates the institutional relationship between the state and organized
churches, and that the proper institutional relationship is one of sep-
aration and mutual independence. 216 Thus, a law that reduces the
mutual independence of church and state presents an Establishment
Clause issue, and it is irrelevant whether the law tends to help
churches or harm them. Doctrinal tenets of the affected churches
and the formal neutrality of the law are also irrelevant.

This argument is not inconsistent with any specific language in
Smith, but there is no evidence in Smith or elsewhere that the Court
will give more than minimal scope to the Establishment Clause in
cases not involving arguable aid to religion. The Court has never
ruled that a burden on religion violates either the inhibiting or en-
tanglement prongs of its Establishment Clause doctrine. The Court

2 13Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971).

"14Swaggart, 110 S.Ct. at 697-99; Tony and Susan Alamo Foundation v. Secretary of Labor,
471 U.S. 290, 305-6 (1985).

2 lsLaycock, note 100 supra, at 1378-86.
2 16 Esbeck, Towards a General Theory of Church-State Relations and the First Amend-

ment, 4 Pub. L.F. 325 (1985); Esbeck, Establishment Clause Limits on Governmental Inter-
ference with Religious Organizations, 41 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 347 (1984).
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has found violations of the entanglemen t doctrine only from pro-
grams in which there was a benefit to religion, 217 and it rejected the
entanglement claim in Swaggart. This last exception to Smith may
also be least.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR PERSECUTION

Smith announces a general rule that the Free Exercise Clause

provides no substantive protection for religious conduct. It also notes
enough exceptions and limitations to swallow most of its new rule.
Everything seems to depend on judicial willingness to enforce the
exceptions and police the neutrality requirement. The previous sec-
tion assumed that Smith's exceptions and limitations are to be given
full scope in the protection of religious liberty. This section assumes
the opposite.

The Court in Smith was evidently seeking to get religious exemp-
tion cases out of the courts and to leave to the political branches the
messy task of balancing the competing interests in religious exercise
and government regulation. If the Court pursues that goal, it is un-
likely to be vigorous about checking for bad motive or religious
gerrymander. It may be myopic or deferential in considering claims
that analogous secular behavior has gone unregulated. It is unlikely
to expand the exceptions it created; it may let them wither away.

The early decisions applying Smith in the lower courts give little
content to the exceptions or even to the requirement of neutrality. 218

2 17
See, e.g., Aguilar v. Felton, 473 U.S. 402, 408-14 (1985) (remedial instruction in math

and reading for impoverished students attending religious schools); Larkin v. Grendel's Den,
Inc., 459 U.S. 116, 126-27 (1982) (partial delegation of zoning power to churches). The Court
did find an Establishment Clause violation in Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228 (1982), which
struck down a burdensome regulation that had been designed to regulate the Unification
Church without affecting more mainstream faiths. This was based not on any prong of the
Lemon test, but on a separate principle that the Establishment Clause forbids discrimination
among faiths. Larson's requirement of denominational neutrality under the Establishment
Clause corresponds to Smith's requirement of denominational neutrality under the Free Ex-
ercise Clause.

218See Salvation Army v. Department of Community Affairs, 919 F.2d 183, 199-200 (3d
Cir. 1990) (hybrid freedom of association claim adds nothing to free exercise claim); Rector of
St. Bartholomew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348, 354-55 (2d Cir. 1990) (land-
mark ordinance is neutral because it potentially applies to all buildings; irrelevant that designa-
tion process is individualized), cert. denied, 111 S.Ct. 1103 (1991); Intercommunity Center for
Justice v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 910 F.2d 42, 45 (2d Cir. 1990) (secular exemp-
tions irrelevant to claim for religious exemption); Cornerstone Bible Church v. City of Hast-
ings, 740 F. Supp. 654 (D. Minn. 1990) (upholding exclusion of churches from commercial
zone, finding the ordinance neutral despite its express reference to churches, holding that
hybrid free speech claim added nothing to the free exercise claim, holding it irrelevant that
church could find nowhere else in city to meet, and ignoring individualized decision-making in
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If this trend continues, minority religions will effectively be at the
mercy of the political branches. Many religions will be burdened,
sometimes severely. Just how severely depends on how far the courts
withdraw. I consider two doctrinal possibilities.

A. FORMAL NEUTRALITY WITHOUr EXCEPTIONS

First, assume that the courts carefully scrutinize legislative enact-
ments for bad motives, religious gerrymanders, and the like, but that
they narrowly interpret the Smith exceptions for internal church de-
cisionmaking, speech, and parental control. That is, assume that the
courts apply formal neutrality quite generally, but insist that it really
be neutral. What results would follow?

One result might be more legislative exemptions for churches and
believers. But if legislatures do not provide exemptions-if all
the regulatory burdens of the modern state are laid on churches-
churches would be severely damaged. The institutional damage to
churches would be of two kinds. The first is simply the sheer burden
of compliance. Rightly or wrongly, businesses complain about being
strangled in red tape. But churches are not businesses; their product
cannot be sold at a profit, and they cannot raise the price to cover the
cost of regulation. They are largely dependent upon voluntary con-
tributions, much of their cash flow is committed to charity, 21 9 and a

zoning process). But see You Vang Yang v. Sturner, 750 F. Supp. 558 (D.R.I. 1996) ("regret-
fully" applying Smitb to uphold requirement of mandatory autopsy as applied to Hmong acci-
dent victim; nothing in opinion indicates any plausible basis for claiming an exception to
Smith); Montgomery v. County of Clinton, 743 F. Supp. 1253, 1259 (W.D. Mich. 1990) (even
with no arguable exception relevant, Smith still requires rational basis review). See also State v.
Hershberger 462 N.W.2d 393 (Minn. 1990) (rejecting Smith in principle and granting religious
exemptions under state constitution); State v. French, 460 N.W.2d 2 (Minn. 1990) (same); So-
ciety ofJesus v. Boston Landmarks Comm'n, 408 Mass. 38, 564 N.E. 2d 571 (1990) (ignoring
Smith and granting religious exemptions under state constitution). Salvation Army, the first case
in this note, may be correctly decided under Smith, because freedom of association is itself a
derivative right. That is, freedom of religious association is derived from the Free Exercise
Clause, and could not plausibly change the free-exercise standard of review. The reasoning in
Salvation Army should not apply to a true hybrid claim, involving an independent right such as
free speech or parental control of education.

"19 Compare Hodgkinson, Weitzman & Kirsch, From Belief to Commitment-the Ac-
tivities and Finances of Religious Organizations in the United States 49 (1988) (42% of church
expenditures go to "non-religious" charitable and cultural activities), with Interfaith Research
Comm. of the Comm'n on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs-a Study of Religious Re-
ceipts and Expenditures in the United States 402-34 (1977) (15% or less of church expendi-
tures go to purposes that are neither sacramental or educational). The categories in the two
studies are not well defined, and the reasons for their strikingly different results are unclear.
Contributing factors appear to be that Hodgkinson, Weitzman, & Kirsch treated the cost of
church-sponsored schools as charitable, and that they used current operating expenses as the
denominator.
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building in which to function is a large fixed expense. The demands
of the modem regulatory state may severely constrain the religious
mission.

Second, churches would frequently find that they simply cannot
practice important parts of their faith, even within the enclave of the
religious community. They would lose much of their capacity to pre-
serve their distinctive traditions and values; they would gradually be
suppressed or forced into assimilation. Theology could remain plu-
ralistic, but religious practice would be pressured toward homoge-
neity by the sheer pervasiveness of modem regulation. The churches
would lose much of their role as mediating institutions and havens for
pluralism.

If this sounds alarmist, simply consider the range of regulatory
issues mentioned in Part III, and a few additional examples. If
churches must share control of their institutions with unions and la-
bor boards; if every church personnel dispute is resolved under secu-
lar standards with potential recourse to secular courts; if egalitarian
sex roles may be enforced in church employment, or in the church
itself as a place of public accommodation; if church schools must
conform to secular models of curriculum, student discipline, and ac-
ademic freedom; if church disciplinary processes are subject to secu-
lar standards of due process, or if any church discipline at all risks
liability for intentional infliction of emotional distress; if all new
ministries require notice to the neighbors and approval from the zon-
ing board; if the Salvation Army cannot continue its ministry to the
homeless unless it pays them the minimum wage;220 if nuns cannot
carry the handicapped homeless up a flight of steps because the code
requires an elevator; 22' in short, if churches are neutrally subjected
to the full range of modem regulation, it is hard to see how they can
sustain any distinctive social structure or witness.

The impact would be greatest on the faiths most committed to tra-
ditional values and traditional sources of authority and most alien-
ated from modem understandings of liberty and equality. Some will
view it as a good thing to drag these "backward" institutions into the

220
See DePalma, Salvation Army Is Told to Pay Minimum Wage, N.Y. Times, Sept. 16,

1990, § 1, part 1, at 42, col. 5. See also Salvation Army v. Department of Community Affairs,
919 F.2d 183 (3d Cir. 1990) (rejecting most of Salvation Army's challenge to application of
boarding house regulations to its shelters).

22
'See Roberts, Fight City Hall? Nope, Not Even Mother Teresa, N.Y. Times, Sept. 17,

1990, at B 1, col. 1 (reporting permanent closure of religious order's shelter for the homeless;
elevator was prohibitively expensive and violated religious order's teachings against using mod-
em conveniences).
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secular virtues of the post-modem age, but that assumes a dictatorial
confidence in contemporary secular values. Believers who want a
more libertarian or egalitarian church can find one; those who want
no church at all can easily have that. Believers who want a more tradi-
tional religious community are entitled to it.

These institutional impacts are in addition to the more widely rec-
ognized harm to individual conscientious objectors. Those who
believe that God has commanded what the law forbids face an excru-
ciating choice. Formal neutrality permits them no escape.

These are the consequences of formal neutrality without legisla-
tive exemptions. Legislative exemptions are often hard to get, and
they often require a political battle. They may become harder to get
in the wake of Smith. An arguable constitutional claim to exemption
is also a political argument for exemption. If the Supreme Court says
there is no constitutional right to exemption, the political argument
for exemption is also weakened.

Legislative exemptions are hard to get because the political dy-
namic of the modem regulatory state recognizes no natural limits to
the pursuit of secular values. New regulatory legislation typically re-
sults when some interest group successfully demands it, and when
such legislation is successfully enforced, it is either by the interest
group on behalf of private litigants or by an agency that is committed
to the legislative goals. Both the interest group and the agency tend
to be single-mindedly focused on the benefits of their legislation; it is
not for them to balance competing interests. Thus, those who ini-
tiate and enforce much modem legislation tend to be wholly unsym-
pathetic to claims that religious liberty requires an exemption.

If a church says that the sheer burden of compliance with particu-
lar legislation interferes with the religious mission, the interest group
is unlikely to see that as an important enough reason to justify an ex-
emption. If a church says that it is conscientiously opposed to com-
pliance, the interest group is likely to see the church as an enemy, as a
symbol of resistance to the goals of the legislation, legitimating other
resistance by its moral or theological stance. If such a church can be
forced to comply, that is an important victory in the larger fight to
establish the goals of the interest group as unquestionably good
things.

Many of the church landmarking disputes illustrate the first kind
of clash. Proponents of landmarking seem genuinely unable to com-
prehend why churches object to maintaining their houses of worship
as permanent architectural museums, at the expense of those who
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worship there, for the aesthetic pleasure of those who do not. It does
not matter to the landmarkers that the building has become litur-
gically or physically obsolete, that it is designed for a congregation
much larger than the one that now worships there, or that maintain-
ing the building may absorb all the resources that might have gone
into charity, evangelism, education, or other aspects of the religious
mission. 222 The Second Circuit has cited Swaggart for the proposi-
tion that no constitutional issue is raised by a law that "drastically
restricted the Church's ability to raise revenues to carry out its
various charitable and ministerial programs. ,223

The conflict over student gay rights organizations at Georgetown
University illustrates the second kind of clash. 224 This dispute has so
far produced ten published judicial orders and two Acts of Congress.
The sums expended on litigation and legislative lobbying far ex-
ceeded any economic stake for either side. The stakes were political
and symbolic: could gay students force a Catholic university to rec-
ognize their equal status, and subsequently, could Congress force the
City Council to accept the legitimacy of religious refusals to recog-
nize the gay students' equal status? It is hardly surprising that those
who have devoted their time to leading the gay rights movement tend
to see only one side to this issue.

For churches and believers to get regulatory exemptions one at a
time, statute by statute, requires a whole series of political battles
of the magnitude illustrated by the landmarking dispute and the
Georgetown gay rights dispute. A perpetual fight for regulatory ex-
emptions will create serious political entanglement between church
and state. I do not at all suggest that such political entanglement is
unconstitutional, 225 but chronic legislative battles over the proper re-
lationship between church and state are surely an unfortunate devel-
opment.

The proposed Religious Freedom Restoration Act would avoid
these problems by legislating religious exemptions all at once, across
the board. 226 The bill would provide that states must exempt

22
2See generally Carmella, note 203 supra.

22 3Rector of St. Bartholomew's Church v. City of New York, 914 F.2d 348, 355 (2d Cir.
1990), cert. denied, Ill S.Ct. 1103 (1991).

224The judicial and legislative history is summarized in Clarke v. United States, 915 F.2d
699 (D.C. Cir. 1990).

22 5For effective criticism of the political entanglement doctrine, see Gaffney, Political Di-
visiveness Along Religious Lines: The Entanglement of the Court in Sloppy History and Bad
Public Policy, 24 St. Louis U.LJ. 205 (1980).

2 26H.R. 5377 in the 101st Congress.
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churches and believers from laws that burden religious practice, un-
less the laws are formally neutral and there is compelling reason to
deny the exemption. This part of the bill would be enacted pursuant
to Congressional power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment,
which incorporates the free exercise clause. The bill would apply the
same rule to federal law as a mandatory rule of construction. Future
Congresses could deny exemptions without a compelling interest,
but only by express reference to the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act. The model here is the Anti-Injunction Act, 227 which forbids
federal injunctions against state judicial proceedings except where
"expressly authorized" by Act of Congress. The bill gives Congress
an opportunity to consider the need for religious exemptions in gen-
eral terms, without the pressure of a particular problem to be ad-
dressed at the behest of a particular competing interest group.

B. FORMAL NEUTRALITY WITHOUT JUDICIAL SCRUTINY

1. The risk ofpersecuion. So far I have assumed that even if Smith's
exceptions to formal neutrality are allowed to wither, the Court will
insist that formal neutrality at least be formally neutral. The equal
protection right recognized in Smith requires strict scrutiny for its en-
forcement. The pervasiveness of modem regulation creates ample
opportunity to hide hostile legislation in formally neutral terms. To
avoid that danger, laws that burden religious practice must be scru-
tinized for evidence of anti-religious motive, religious gerrymander,
or secular exemptions not available to churches or believers. The
Court must perform at least this task, and insist that trial judges per-
form it. If the Court will not do this much, it has created a legal
framework for persecution.

I want to be very careful here, to avoid either overstating or under-
stating the dangers. Religious liberty is one of America's great inven-
tions. The extent of religious pluralism in this country, and of legal
and political protections for religious minorities, is probably unsur-
passed in human experience. I have no desire to deny that achieve-
ment. But a counter-tradition also runs through American history.
There have been religious persecutions in the American past, and
it would be foolish to assume that there will not be religious perse-
cutions in the American future. There are localized religious perse-
cutions in the American present, and if the Court gives those
persecutions a way to escape judicial review, they will accelerate.

22728 U.S.C. §2283 (1988).
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Persecution is a strong term, but it is the word I mean. Still, there
are degrees of persecution. This country has never experienced the
worst, and I am not predicting the worst. The strongest form of per-
secution is a systematic effort to kill all persons who believe in a
minority faith, or who refuse to profess belief in the established
faith. That has happened in other lands, but it has never happened
here, and there is no apparent danger that it will happen here.

The next strongest form of persecution is a systematic effort to en-
tirely eliminate the practice of a faith within a jurisdiction. This is
what Cromwell did when he suppressed the Mass, and this is what
the Court says Oregon may do to suppress peyote worship. There is
an important difference between the two cases, but the Court's em-
phasis on formal neutrality does not capture that difference. From
the perspective of the minority whose religion is suppressed, it mat-
ters little whether Oregon suppresses all uses of peyote or only re-
ligious uses of peyote. The victims may feel worse knowing that
Oregon has singled them out for discriminatory legislation, but ei-
ther way, the dominant fact is that they cannot worship.

From the point of view of the worshipper, what is importantly dif-
ferent between the Oregon situation and Cromwell is that the execu-
tive branch in Oregon is not committed to vigorous enforcement
efforts. It is not searching out peyote worshippers, prosecuting
them, and demanding long prison sentences. The state has invested
substantial litigation resources to win a symbolic affirmation of its
right to suppress; it has not so far invested enforcement resources to
actually suppress. A serious enforcement effort would surely pro-
duce a political reaction, and if the peyote worshipers persisted in the
face of repeated prosecutions, it seems unlikely that the state would
have the political will for persistent enforcement. I do not know the
political situation in Oregon, but nothing I have read suggests the
degree of hatred needed to fuel serious persecution. The legal frame-
work for persecution is in place, but not the political will.

2. Past American persecutions. At times Americans have had the po-
litical will for persecution, and in places they have it today. The his-
tory of religious tolerance in America reveals a gradually expanding
circle of religious groups that are tolerated and even accepted, to-
gether with recurrent outbursts of public or private persecution of
religions outside that perimeter.

The New England theocracy expelled dissenters, executed Qua-
ker missionaries who returned, 228 and most infamously, perpetrated

2 8Boorstin, The Americans-the Colonial Experience 35-40 (1958).
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the Salem witch trials. The political reaction to these trials broke the
power of the theocracy in Massachusetts. 229 Colonial Virginia
imprisoned Baptist ministers for preaching without a license. 23 0 But
the largest and most important colonial religious persecution is rela-
tively unknown. This was the total suppression of African religion
among the slaves, what one historian has called "the African spiritual
holocaust.,

231

The best known victims of American religious persecution in the
nineteenth century were Catholics and Mormons. Hostility to Cath-
olics fueled successive political movements. 232 The first peaked at
mid-century, with mob violence, church burnings, and the anti-
Catholic, anti-immigrant Know Nothing Party sweeping elections in
eight states. 233 The worst of this was in the form of private violence
rather than governmental action. But government was responsible
for a de facto Protestant establishment in the public schools. 234

After the Civil War, there was a nationwide movement to forbid
the expenditure of public funds in sectarian schools. This culmi-
nated in a proposed constitutional amendment, sponsored by James
G. Blaine and defeated by Democrats in the Senate, 235 and a wave
of state constitutional amendments forbidding public financing of
religious schools. 236 The state constitutional amendments may be
defended as a victory for disestablishment and thus for religious
liberty, although that view of disestablishment has been disputed. 237

Whatever the ultimate merits of that argument, the historical politi-
cal movement was targeted at Catholics, who had complained of
Protestant instruction in the public schools, and much of the motiva-
tion was anti-Catholicism. 238 It was in the context of this controversy

2
29
See Starkey, The Devil in Massachusetts-a Modem Enquiry into the Salem Witch

Trials 248-70 (196 1).
2 3oSee Boorstin, note 228 supra, at 136.
231Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith 129-63 (1990).
232For general accounts of American anti-Catholicism, see Bennett, The Party of Fear-

from Nativist Movements to the New Right in American History (1988); Schwartz, The Per-
sistent Prejudice-Anti-Catholicism in America (1984).

"33See Bennett, note 232 supra, at 27-155; Levy, The Establishment Clause 170 (1986);
1 Stokes, Church and State in the United States 836-37 (1950); 2 id. at 67-68.

234See Kaestle, Pillars of the Republic 71-103 (1971); Ravitch, The Great School Wars 35,
45, 51-52, 80 (1974); 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at47-72, 549-51; Zollman, American Church
Law §§58-60 at 72-74 (2d ed. 1933).

235 The proposed amendment is reprinted in 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at 68-69.
"36d. at 69-70; Zollman, note 234 supra, §§62-66 at 75-80.
"37 See McConnell, The Selective Funding Problem: Abortions and Religious Schools

Funding, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 989 (1991); McConnell & Posner, note 71 supra, at 14-32.
238For accounts of the fight over religion and the Protestant Bible in public schools, see
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that a Protestant minister endorsed Blaine's campaign for the Presi-
dency on the ground that the Democrats were the party of "rum, Ro-
manism, and rebellion. 23 9

A third wave came after World War I, when Oregon enacted a for-
mally neutral law requiring all children to attend public schools. 240
The effect would have been to close all private schools, most of which
were Catholic. The Supreme Court invalidated the Oregon law be-
fore it could take effect. 241

The Mormon experience was worse, and government was more
fully involved. The Mormons fled from New York, to Ohio, to Mis-
souri, to Illinois, to Utah, which was then in the most isolated
reaches of Mexico. 242 They were driven off their lands in Missouri
by a combination of armed mobs and state militia. 243 Their prophet,
Joseph Smith, was murdered by a mob while in the custody of the
state of Illinois. 244

The federal effort to suppress Mormon polygamy appears to have
been a bona fide effort to suppress polygamy and not an effort to de-
stroy Mormonism entirely. But the government was quite willing to
destroy Mormonism entirely if that were necessary to suppress po-
lygamy. The government prosecuted "hundreds" of Mormons for
polygamy, 245 it imposed test oaths that denied Mormons the right to
vote, 246 and it dissolved the Mormon Church and confiscated its
property. 247 The Supreme Court upheld all of this.

A less noted aspect of the Mormon persecution is that Congress

Glenn, The Myth of the Common School 115-235 (1988); Kaestle, note 234supra, at 158-70;
Ravitch, note 234supra, at 27-76. Focusing on Massachusetts, Glenn argues that Catholics and
conservative Protestants initially offered similar objections to the liberal Protestantism and
Unitarianism that prevailed in Horace Mann's common schools, but that the liberal and conser-
vative Protestant factions united as Catholic immigration increased.

239 For accounts of the incident, which probably cost Blaine the Presidency, see History of
American Presidential Elections 1789-1968 at 1606 (Schlesinger, ed., 1971) (reprinting the
story from the New York World, Oct., 30, 1884); Samuel Dickinson Burchard, in 2 Dictionary
of American Biography 271 (Johnson & Malone, eds., 1958).

24°See 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at 737-41.
24 1Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
242

See Arrington & Bitton, The Mormon Experience 44-64 (1979).
2431d. at 45-46; Arrington, Brigham Young 62-78 (1985); 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at 43-44.
244Arrington & Bitton, note 242 supra, at 65-82; 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at 46.
24 5Arrington & Bitton, note 242 supra, at 280. These prosecutions were upheld in Reynolds

v. United States, 98 U.S. 145 (1878).
246Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333 (1890).
247Late Corporation of the Church ofJesus Christ of Latter Day Saints v. United States, 136

U.S. 1 (1890).
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regulated family law directly, taking this traditional authority away
from the territorial legislature. Unable to regulate family law di-
rectly after statehood, Congress required Utah and several other
western states to attempt to disable their state legislatures. The En-
abling Acts authorizing creation of these states required that the state
constitution ban polygamy in a clause irrevocable without a popular
referendum plus the consent of Congress. 248

The Jehovah's Witness cases that reached the Supreme Court
from the late 1930s to the early 1950s arose from the best known
twentieth-century outbreak of religious persecution. The Witnesses
were persistent and aggressive proselytizers, and their message was
offensively intolerant of other faiths, and especially of Catholi-
cism. 249 Towns all over America tried to stop them from proselytiz-
ing, enacting a remarkable variety of ordinances, most of which were
struck down. 250 The Court's decision in Minersville School District v.
Gobitis,251 upholding the requirement that Jehovah's Witnesses sa-
lute the flag, triggered a nationwide outburst of private violence
against the Witnesses.252

The Court in Smith relied heavily on Gobitis and on one of the Mor-
mon cases, Reynolds v. United States.253 Both of these cases were
central to genuine persecutions. Pierce v. Society of Sisters,254 striking
down the formally neutral law closing private schools, averted an-

248See, e.g., Utah Enabling Act, ch. 138, § 3, 28 Stat. 107 (1894); Utah Const. art. III; New
Mexico & Arizona Enabling Act, ch. 310, §§2, 36 Stat. 557, 558, id. §20 at 569; Ariz. Const.
art. XX; Dakota, Montana, and Washington Enabling Act, ch. 180, §4, 25 Stat. 676, 677
(1889). In fact, these "irrevocable" clauses are revocable through ordinary state political pro-
cesses. Congressional control over state laws and constitutions is unenforceable, because it
would violate each state's constitutional right to equal sovereignty. See Coyle v. Smith, 221
U.S. 559 (1911).

249See the descriptions of their tactics and message in Douglas v. City ofJeannette, 319 U.S.
157, 166-74 (1943) (Jackson, J., dissenting); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 301-3
(1940).

25 0The cases are collected in Laycock, A Survey of Religious Liberty in the United States,
47 Ohio St. LJ. 409,419-20 (1986).

251310 U.S. 586 (1940).
2 52See Irons, The Courage of Their Convictions 22-35 (1988).
2s3Smitb, 110 S.Ct. at 1600. The Courtdoes notcite WestVirginia Bd. ofEduc. v. Barnette,

319 U.S. 624(1943), which overruled the result in Gobitis. The opinion for the Court in Barnette
relies on the Free Speech Clause, and holds that no one can be required to salute the flag. It is
thus formally consistent with the Gobitis holding that religious objectors were not entitled to an
exemption from a generally applicable rule. Id. at 634-36. 1 am indebted to my colleague Scot
Powe for pointing out that votes essential to the majority filed concurring opinions based on the
Free Exercise Clause. Id. at 643-44 (Black, J., and Douglas, J., concurring); id. at 644-47
(Murphy, J., concurring).

254268 U.S. 510 (1925).
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other genuine persecution. The connection between religious per-
secution and formal neutrality interpretations of the Free Exercise
Clause is not merely theoretical. It is historical.

3. Contemporary persecutions. These historical persecutions have
two contemporary counterparts. There may be others, but these are
the two I know about sufficiently to describe. One is the treatment of
the so-called cults, itself a derogatory term. I mean the unfamiliar,
high-demand, proselytizing religions, recently arrived from Asia or
recently invented on these shores: the Hare Krishnas, the Unifica-
tion Church, the Scientologists, and others less well known. Most of
them are recent developments, but one, the Hare Krishnas, is gener-
ally accepted by Hindus as a bona fide branch of Hinduism. 255

A loosely organized movement of private citizens is working to de-
stroy these religions. 25 6 The best known controversy has surrounded
the movement's technique of physically abducting and "deprogram-
ming" young adults who have joined high demand religions against
the wishes of their families. 257 But the anti-cult movement found a
much more powerful weapon in tort suits for emotional distress and
punitive damages. These suits have produced verdicts exceeding
$30 million. Verdicts as large as $3 million have survived post-trial
motions and remittiturs, and some of these verdicts exceed $5 mil-
lion with accrued interest. 25 8 Few minority religions can survive
more than one such judgment; none can survive several. All Krishna
temples and monasteries in the United States are now in receiver-
ship, execution proceedings, or subject to lis pendens filings, to se-
cure just one of these judgments. The Supreme Court vacated the
judgment for further consideration of the Krishnas' constitutional
claims; 259 if those claims are ultimately rejected, the temples and
monasteries will be sold. Seizing places of worship is a time honored
means of persecution: the Romans destroyed the Jewish Temple, and

255See Brief of World Hindu Assembly of North America, et al., as Amicus Curiae, in Inter-
national Soc'y of Krishna Consciousness v. George, 111 S.Ct. 1299(1991). For good descrip-
tions and analyses of the Hare Krishnas, Scientologists, and Unification Church, see the
essays in The Future of New Religious Movements (Bromley & Hammond, eds., 1987).

256The movement is carefully described in Shupe & Bromley, The New Vigilantes (1980).
The inference that the movement seeks to destroy these religions is mine, not Shupe & Brom-
ley's, and the inference is based largely on developments subsequent to their book.

257See id. at 121-67.
258

See cases cited note 188 supra. For the $5 million figure, see Petition for Certiorari 8, in
International Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness v. George, Il1 S.Ct. 1299 (1991).

2591nternational Soc'y for Krishna Consciousness v. George, I ll S.Ct. 1299 (1991).
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Henry VIII seized the Catholic monasteries, and both events are re-
membered centuries later.

These extraordinary judgments have resulted from the application
of formally neutral tort rules in decidedly non-neutral ways. The
typical plaintiff is a disgruntled former adherent of the faith, often
joined by relatives. The torts commonly alleged include intentional
infliction of emotional distress, invasion of privacy, fraud and mis-
representation, and false imprisonment based not on alleged physi-
cal restraint but only on claims of "brainwashing." The alleged
wrongdoing typically consists of a series of communications, many
of them communications about religious belief. Most of the sums
claimed are punitive damages and compensatory damages for emo-
tional distress, neither of which is measurable by any objective stan-
dard.

From beginning to end, these cases consist of subjective and intan-
gible elements. Even with careful and unbiased effort, it is difficult
to separate the actionable wrongdoing, where there is any, from pro-
tected religious exercise. These cases provide maximum opportunity
for juries to act on their prejudices, and minimum opportunity for
judges to control juries.

Whatever the merits and demerits of these religions that seem so
odd to most Americans, they are, in historical perspective, simply
the "cults" of our time. Other "cults" appear throughout the Ameri-
can past.2 60 The Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, Mormons,
and Jehovah's Witnesses all began as unfamiliar, high-demand,
proselytizing religions, greeted with deep hostility by more sedate
and longer established faiths. Nineteenth-century America spawned
many such groups, most of which eventually faded away. Parents of
converts reacted in much the same way as modem parents of Krishna
or Unification converts, and angry parents found professional help.
Today's anti-cult psychiatrists diagnose "coercive persuasion"; the
nineteenth-century equivalent was "religious insanity. 261

The other victim of contemporary religious persecution is the San-
teria minority in South Florida. Santeria is an Afro-Caribbean re-
ligion with an estimated hundred million adherents in the Western

2
6°Sce AhIstrom, A Religious History of the American People (1972); Clark, The Small

Sects in America (1937); Noyes, Strange Cults and Utopias of 19th-Century America (1966);
Partison & Ness, New Religious Movements in Historical Perspective, in Galanter, Cults and
New Religious Movements 43 (1989); 2 Stokes, note 233 supra, at 112-20.

26 Pattison & Ness, note 260 supra, at 75-76.
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hemisphere. 262 Santeria and similar Afro-Caribbean religions may
be the third largest religious group in South Florida, after Christiani-
ty and Judaism. An anthropologist who has studied African religion
on both sides of the Atlantic reports that Santeria is faithful to its
African roots. 263 It is not Voodoo, and it is not Satanism. 264 It is an
ancient faith that has not adapted to the mores of modern Western
culture.

The essential Santeria rituals involve the sacrifice of animals, usu-
ally goats and chickens. A government wishing to suppress the San-
teria worship service would pass a law forbidding animal sacrifice.
The City of Hialeah has passed four such ordinances, and their
constitutionality is now in litigation. 265 Under Smith, the threshold
issue is whether the ordinances are formally neutral.

It seems to me obvious that the ordinances are not neutral. Hialeah
ordinances and Florida law permit people to kill animals for a vast
array of secular reasons. Indeed, hunting is a constitutionally pro-
tected activity in Florida, 266 the state runs camps to teach children
how to hunt,267 and it is a criminal offense to help an animal escape
from a hunter. 268 Florida also expressly permits the slaughter of ani-
mals for food, 269 the killing of unwanted pets and animals of "no
commercial value, '270 and the extermination of pests. 271 Indeed, so
long as one refrains from torture, it appears that one can legally kill
an animal in Florida for any reason except religious sacrifice.

The City responds that all other reasons for killing animals are dis-
tinguishable, and that Santeria animal sacrifice falls into several
categories that are religiously neutral: all killings of animals in a ritual
or ceremony, all unnecessary killings of animals, all killings not pri-

262Gonzales-Wippler, Santeria: The Religion 9 (1989).
263Bastide, African Civilisations in the New World 115 (Green, trans., 1971).
2641d. at 138.
26 5Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 723 F. Supp. 1467 (S.D. Fla.

1989), appeal pending, No. 90-5176 in the Eleventh Circuit. The author is appellate counsel
for the church.

266Alford v. Finch, 155 So.2d 790, 793 (Fla. 1963); Bell v. Vaughn, 155 Fla. 551, 21 So.2d 31
(1945); Fla. Const. art. 4 §9.

267 Henderson, Camera-Toting Kids Sought to Infiltrate Hunt, Miami Herald 5B (June 15,
1990).

26 8Fla. Stat. Ann. §372.705 (Supp. 1991).
26 9Fla. Stat. Ann. §§828.22 to 828.26 (1976 & Supp. 1991); Hialeah Ordinances 87-40,

87-52, 87-72.
270 Fla. Stat. Ann. §828.073(4)(c)2 (Supp. 1991); Hialeah Ordinance 87-40.
271Fla. Stat. Ann. §482 (Supp. 1991).
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marily for food purposes, all killings for food purposes in a place not
zoned for slaughterhouses, and so on.272

The ordinances distinguish ritual sacrifice, which is forbidden,
from ritual slaughter, which is protected. 273 The legal difference is
said to be that ritual slaughter is primarily for food, but ritual sacri-
fice is primarily for ritual and only secondarily for food. The factual
difference is said to be that practitioners of ritual slaughter use a dif-
ferent knife stroke from practitioners of ritual sacrifice. 274 The politi-
cal difference is that ritual slaughter is conducted by Jews in Kosher
slaughterhouses; ritual sacrifice is conducted by Santeria priests in
private homes.

A court willing to police gerrymanders, to examine motive, to ex-
amine regulation of comparable conduct and comparable harms-a
court at all willing to insist that formal neutrality at least be formally
neutral-can readily strike these ordinances down. A court willing
to defer to the political branches can readily accept one of the City's
rationalizations and uphold these ordinances. None of the other
common ways of killing animals is exactly like Santeria sacrifice.

Santeria was long suppressed in Cuba, and the Santeria com-
munity has adhered to its faith and practice despite generations of
social and governmental hostility. It seems clear that many adherents
will ignore the ordinances even if they are upheld in court. The real
question is whether the anti-Santeria coalition-animal rights activ-
ists, Christian fundamentalists, and people who just seem to find an-
imal sacrifice disgusting-will have the strength to demand vigorous
and persistent enforcement. If it does, and these ordinances are up-
held, there will be a full-scale persecution in South Florida.

I have explored these examples at some length to make a point that
is simple to understand but perhaps difficult to accept. Religious per-
secution can happen, is happening, in the United States, even in
1991. One minority's worship service is now subject to suppression
in Oregon, with the blessing of the Supreme Court. If the Hialeah
ordinances are upheld, a second minority's worship services will be
subject to suppression and may be actively suppressed. If the Hare

27"Each of these classifications appears expressly in one or more of the four ordinances en-
acted to suppress animal sacrifice. The theory that animal sacrifice is unnecessary also appears
in Fla. Atty. Gen'l Opinion 87-56, Annual Report at 146 (1987). The Attorney General failed
to see that the necessity of animal sacrifice is a purely theological question.

27 3Compare Hialeah Ordinance 87-40 with Fla. Stat. Ann. §828.22(3) (1976).
274 Brief of Appellee 40-41, in Lukumi, No. 90-5176 in the United States Court of Appeals

for the Eleventh Circuit.
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Krishna temples and monasteries are sold, a third minority's worship
services will have been suppressed. In a nation that sometimes claims
to have been founded for religious liberty, it is not supposed to be
that way.

V. CONCLUSION

When the Free Exercise Clause was adopted, religious plural-
ism in the United States consisted mostly of Protestant pluralism,
and the scope of government was minimal. Today, the scope of
pluralism and the scope of government are both vastly greater. The
occasions on which the normal course of government restricts re-
ligious exercise have multiplied manyfold. The need for religious ex-
emptions has multiplied in the same proportion.

The Court seems to see the number of potential requests as a
threat to orderly government. But the number of potential requests is
also a measure of the cumulative burden on religious exercise. The
cumulative weight of government on religious minorities is some-
times crushing. The impact on government programs of exemptions
for religious minorities is often quite minor, and almost never crush-
ing. In the exceptional case, government can invoke the compelling
interest test.

I would grant most requests for exemption, because I think the
text and the purposes of the Free Exercise Clause require that gov-
ernment leave religion as free as can be managed in a complex urban
society. Exemptions should be routine and not exceptional. The
Court has taken the opposite view: it thinks judicial exemptions
should be exceptional at best; it may think exemptions should not
exist at all.

Religious liberty is popular in the abstract, but unpopular in its
concrete applications. A secular society is far too quick to decide that
its interests in uniform application of the law override the needs of
religious minorities, or even of the religious mainstream. Religious
minorities may seem strange or obnoxious; their objections to the
majority's secular notion of what is good and right may seem wrong-
headed. One function of judicial review is to protect religious ex-
ercise against such hostile or indifferent consequences of the political
process. The Court has abandoned that function, at least in substan-
tial part, and perhaps entirely.
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